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We submit herewith the final form of the articles drawn up as
a result of ~~Project 90.'1'1 By the time this issue reaches you, they

will be in the hands of the American Hierarchy and a good many
other Fathers of the Council as well. We wish to thank you for
your response, as we have already thanked those who took part in
the discussions during our meetings at Boys Town, where we had
the benefit of truly expert advice. A summary of the discussions
on which each of the articles are based, and one of the mail--response
will appear in the next issue.
The American Society of St. Caecilia respectfiully siubmits /'0
the consideration of their Eminences and their Excellencies, the
Most Reyerend Fathers of the Second Vatican Council, the following petitions:
1.

Regarding the place of music in the liturgy:

In view of the fact that the church has always regarded the
function of the cantor and the trained choir, as well as that
of the singing congregation, as an integral and necessary element
of public worship, this Society is sincerely hopeful that the
Fathers of the Council, before making any changes which might
affect the structure of the services, will give earnest consid-eration to the importance of these traditional elements. While
this tradition is not founded upon recent documents, we should
desire the retention of the principles so clearly outlined in Pope
St. Pius X's Motu Proprio and in the Musicae Sacrae DiscipUna
of Pope Pius XII.
2.

Regarding the Propers of the Sung Mass:

If any changes are to be made in the structure of the Proper
of the Mass, this Society respectfully urges that the Fathers of
the Council give careful thought to the fundamental structure
of the service, and therefore to the meaning and value of each
part, clearly preserving the roles of the cantor and trained
choir. This Society also begs that art and beauty, \vhich are
inherent and not foreign to the casting of the Proper parts, not
be sacrificed to the single issue of simplicity and brevity.
3.

Regarding the Ordinary of the Sung Mass:

Since the necessity of a clearer ins:ight into what worship really
is presses for a greater sharing by the people in the song of the
43

Church, this Society earnestly recommends that the congrega'
tion be encouraged to share in the singing at Mass, not neces'
sarily according to the medieval and mistaken norm of. the
Ordinary as a unit, but with due regard for the place the various
chants have in the fundamental structure of the service. It
therefore also pleads that the great treasures of medieval chant
and classical polyphony, as well as the riches of modern and con'
temporary music, not be discarded on the untraditional plea
that there is no place for participation by listening.
4.

Rega'1~ding the

music at Low Mass:

This Society respectfully urges that consideration be given to
maintaining the sung Mass as the norm for congregational service, and, where necessity demands, that provision be made
for a simplified form of sung Mass that requires only the
service of a trained cantor to supplement the singing of the
congregation.
The singing of hymns at low Mass, a solution suggested by the
1958 decree, is not completely satisfactory, because it remains
extraneous to the action at the altar.
5.

Regarding the use of the vernacular in the sung liturgy:

The Society of St. Caecilia recognizes that the vernacular prob,
lem is a pastoral problem, but even more basically a problem
involving the proper attitude toward worship. Because music
is an integral part of worship, the problem is necessarily also a
musical one. This Society therefore urges care and caution,
since the musical problems involved are certainly very great,
whether in creating a new music for a vernacular text or in
adapting a vernacular text to the rich store of chant and poly'
phony and other music from the past. The Society especially
suggests vernacular adaptations to the offices of the church
which have fallen into disuse, notably parish Vespers.
. 6.

Regarding the practical realization of a sung liturgy:

The Society of St. Caecilia urges the Fathers of the Council to
implement the repeated wishes of the Holy See by encouraging
the musical training of both clergy and laity, and especially of
choirmasters and organists, according to the norms laid down
in the decree of the Sacred Congregation of Rites of September
3, 1958, so that the ideals of a reverential and artistic musical
worship may be realized.
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The· above articles have been approved by the Most Reverend
Gerald T. Bergan, Archbishop of Omaha, the Liturgy and Music
Commissions of the Archdiocese of Omaha,. and by the Boys Town
Liturgical Music Institute'ls eleventh national session.
For the Society of St. Caecilia:
Msgr. Francis P. Schmitt, Pres.ident
Rev. Francis A. Brunner~ C.Ss.R.~ Secretary

James P. Keenan, Treasurer
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*

*

*
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Our lead article in this issue is Chapter One from a doctoral
dissertation on the Life and Liturgical Works of Giovanni Maria
N anino (1545" 1607 ) . Chapter Two on the Sistine choir will ap"
pear in the next issue. Subsequent chapters on the thesis establish
a catalogue of N anino s liturgical works and the libraries holding
manuscript or printed copies of them. A discussion of Nanino'ls
styles and identification of the sources of the texts and the liturgical
use of the compositions form part of the study. A second volume
contains the transcriptions of his liturgical vvorks.
'I
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THE LIFE OF GIOYANNI MARIA NANINO
In 1545, the Council of Trent began its work. Paul III was
pope in Rome, and the Society of Jesus was just beginning its efforts
to stem the tide of the Protestant Reformation. It was the beginning
of the activity known as the Catholic Reformation or the Counter"
Reformation, a phenomenon that would continue for nearly a hun"
dred years until the Treaty of Westphalia (1648) would bring an
end to much of the religious struggle that dominated the sixteenth
century.
In Rome, the Basilica of Saint Peter was rising under Michel"
angelo's direction, and the rebuilding of the city after the sack of
1527 was underway. The Middle Ages had come to an end in
Rome, and the period of the Italian Renaissance was over. In
Tivoli, at the edge of the Sabine hills overlooking the Roman Campagna, Cardinal Ippolito d'Este was about to begin the construction
of his great villa (1549). Pope Paul III was reconstructing Tivoli's
fortifications and castle in case another invasion should occur. A
short distance from Tivoli in the hill city of Palestrina, young Gio"
vanni Pierluigi was shortly to leave his position in the cathedral of
his native town to move to Rome under the patronage of his friend,
Pope Julius III (1551).
It was into this world of the Catholic Reformation that Gio"
vanni Maria Nanino was born in 1545. 1 Giuseppe Radiciotti says he
was born in 1544, because the record of his death states that he was
sixty-three years old when he died in 1607.2 However, the words
vel circa (or thereabouts) do not indicate any precision even in the
mind of the chronicler. Franz X. Haberl states that Nanino was not
born before 1545. 3
Tivoli was the birthplace of Nanino. 4 Many writers have
argued in favor of the little town of Vallerano near Viterbo, but
they all seem to have taken their information from Andrea Adami
who wrote in 1711. 5 The Vallerano theory is based on several manuscripts found in the Biblioteca del Licea Musicale in Bologna which
refer to Nanino as being from Vallerano. 6 However, the weight
of the evidence is in favor of Tivoli. The records of the Sistine
Chapel often refer to him as a native of Tivoli,7 even though he is
also listed there as clericus Roman-us, which is not intended as an
indication of his birthplace. 8 Raffaele Casimiri cites an- entry in the
Atti Capitolari of the Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore which men"
tions Nanino as being from Tivoli. 9 Franz X. Haberl goes to great
length to prove that Tivoli is the city of Nanino's birth by citing
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the dedication of Paolo Agostini's Fourth Boo~ of Masses (1627),
where the inscription presents the work to the people of Vallerano,
his birthplace. Agostini, who was choirmaster at Saint Peter,'s in
Rome, mentions that his father--in-law and teacher, Giovanni Ber-nadino N anino, was also born in V allerano, and that his famous
brother, Giovanni Maria, often rehearsed with the choir in the
cathedral there. 10 Haberl argues that if Giovanni Maria had been
born in Vallerano Agostini, who was seeking every means to praise
his town, would surely have mentioned that fact too. l l Probably the
Nanino family came originally from Viterbo. They moved to Tivoli
for some reason and then returned to the region of Viterbo, settling
in Vallerano where Giovanni Bernadino was born and vJhere Gio-vanni Maria sang as a putto cantore in the cathedral there. 12
Haberl has a thesis, which he is at considerable pains to prove,
that Giovanni Bernadino was a nephew of Giovanni Maria, and not
his younger brother. 1s He bases his discussion on a manuscript in
Bologna,14 and on his own idea that two sons in the same family
would not be called by the same name, Giovanni. 15 Other manu-scripts in the Bologna collection, however, call Giovanni Bernadino
the younger brother of Giovanni Maria,16 and as Radiciotti points
out, Haberl apparently did not know the first book of madrigals pub-lished by Giovanni Bernadino, printed by Gardano at Venice in
1586, where the title page carries the name of the composer \vho is
identified as lolofratello et discepolo di Giovanni Maria Nanino."17
Actually the problem of nephew or younger brother was old long
before Haberl took it up. Dr. Burney refers to it a hundred years
before, when he says: loloGiov. Bernadino Nanino, a younger brother
of Maria, according to Walther, but called by P. Martini, his
nephew."18 The oldest source on Nanino, a letter written by Antimo
Liberati to Ovidio Porsapegi in 1685,19 refers to Giovanni Bernadino
as the l.l.fratello minore" of Giovanni Maria. 20 Very likely it was
Padre Martini with whom the problem arose. 21
Nothing is known of the boyhood of N anino, other than that
he lived in Vallerano and sang in the Cathedral choir. I t can be
presumed that he received the usual education of the period with all
the influences that the Renaissance interest in learning brought to

bear on it. He must have learned the rudin1ents of music in the
choir, and a study of Latin was undoubtedly a part of his curriculum.
Both disciplines were to be of vital importance to him in his life'ls
work.
Somewhere in his teens Nanino seems to have become a student
of Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, who was choirmaster at the
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Lateran basilica from 1555 until 1558, at Santa Maria Maggiore
from 1561 until 1567, and at the Vatican basilica from 1571 until
his death. 22 That N anino was a student of Palestrina seems evident
from his style and his contrapuntal technique,23 but the issue is com"
plicated by the use of the term condiscepolo in Antirna Liberati's
letter when he describes the relationship between Palestrina and
Nanino. 24 He implies that the two were fellow students at a school
of music in Rome said to have been operated by a Flemish master
named Gaudio Mell. The same idea in almost the same words is
found in the manuscript history· of the Sistine choir written by
Matteo Fornari,25 and Dr. Burney presents a similar discussion. 26
That GaudioMell was Palestrina's teacher depends solely on Antima
Liberati, and Giuseppa Baini says that Liberati erred in writing
Gaudio Mell when it should have been Claudio Goudimel. 27 Accord"
ing to another theory Liberati's description of Mell as a Flemish
musician of great talent and a graceful and polished style, points
rather to Arcadelt, who was a member of the Sistine choir from
1540 to 1549. The substitution of the name Gaudio Mell for
Arcadelt can be accounted for by the fact that Claudio Goudimel,
although never in Rome, had edited a volume of compositions by
Arcadelt. Liberati may have confused the two. The transfer from
Goudimel to Gaudio Mell is easily explained. 28 Still another theory
is advanced by Casimiri, who feels that the long tradition of a master
whose name ended with the syllable He!" should contain some truth.
He therefore suggests that Palestrina's teacher was Firmin Le Bel,
who was at Santa Maria Maggire as choirmaster beginning in 1541. 29
This sanle opinion is given by Zoe Kendrick Pyne in his life of
Palestrina. 30
That Palestrina studied with a master named Gaudio Mell from
1540 to 1545 is thus not well established to say the least. That
Nanino was a fellow student of Palestrina is similarly unlikely, if
Dnly from the fact that their ages were separated by twenty years.
Further, the term condiscepolo, while it can mean a fellow student
in the sense that two persons studied together under a single teacher,
might also have the meaning that two persons, separated by time or
distance, might both be interested in the same subject and thus be
fellow students. Nanino and Palestrina were both students of the
same style of contrapuntal composition; in this sense they were
condiscepoli. It might also be possible to consider this term to mean
a colleague, since N anino and Palestrina were associated as music
teachers in Rome. Baini wrote .that Nanino was a confidente of
Palestrina and a friend of Vittoria,31 but Casimiri points out that the
documents, unfortunately show this to be untrue. 32
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In 1567, Palestrina left the position of maestro di cappella at
Santa Maria Maggiore, and in 1571 he becalue choirmaster at the
Cappella Giulia in Saint Peter"s.33 He was succeeded in the Cappella
Liberiana at Santa Maria Maggiore by Nanino, whom he may have
recommended for the position. Whether he took over as soon as
Palestrina left is not clear from the records of the basilica, but
Casimiri suggests that it was probably in 1567. 34 Baini, on the other
hand, says that Nanino began at Santa Maria Maggiore in April of
1571. 35 Haberl agrees with him and says that this is confirmed by
the archives of the basilica. 36 However, I found no records in the
archives of Santa Maria Maggiore for the years from 1563 until
1572, an observation that Casimiri also makes. 37 Whether it was
1567 or 1571, N anino was still a very young man to attain the
honored position of choirmaster at one of the four major basilicas of
Rome. 38 The archives of the Cappella Liberiana have records of
payments made to Nanino as maestro di cappella for the years 1572
and 1573. 39 His salary was sixteen scudi. During his tenure at Santa
Maria Maggiore, Nanino published his first book of madrigals for
five voices. The title page identifies him as a maestro di capp'ella
at Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome. 40
The Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore as N anino knew it when
he was choirmaster there was considerably different from the
church of today with all the renovations and additions of the Baroque
period. The large side chapels erected by Pope Sixtus V and Paul V
were not yet built, and the two palaces on either side of the facade
were not there. Fuga"s double portico (1 743) had not as yet obscured the beautiful 13th century mosaics, and the ancient pa"
triarchal palace still adjoined the basilica. 41
Nanino remained at Santa Maria Maggiore from 1571 until
1577,42 when he became a member of the papal choir, which precluded his holding any other musical post. 43 However, his position at
Santa Maria Maggiore did not seem to prohibit his accepting further
employment, although Haberl implies that he left the Cappella Liber-iana to accept the position of maestro di cappella at San Luigi dei
Francesi, the French national church in Rome. 44 More likely, he held
both posts at once.
Among records for payments for oil and sacristy equipn1ent,
bills from the tailor, letters and other accounts, there are several
entries in the archives of the Church of San Luigi, many in very
difficult handwriting, indicating that N anino worked there. 45 The
first item is his signature on June 20, 1575, acknowledging receipt
of his pay as maestro di, cappella. On August 27, 1575, he received
four dinarii, but by February 29, 1576, he had been raised to ~~V, 6.""
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An interesting item is dated June 8, 1576; it is a receipt signed by
Nanino for the payment of two scudi to his mother who apparently
had rendered a service to the church. She must have done sewing,
since another bill, signed by Pandulphus Rapa, the sacristan, lists
various repairs done on blouses, surplices and copes for the church. 46
Payments to the p,Lttti were accepted and signed for by the choir..
master, each boy receiving the maximum of HV, 4, 42," although in
most instances the sums were somewhat smaller, probably because
of fines leveled for absences or other infractions. A receipt for the
putti dated April 6, 1576, and two others, dated July 14, 1576, and
Septernber 25, 1576, are signed by Nanino. A bill for the Corpus
Christi procession, dated June 24, 1576, includes payments to the
singers as well as '-'-priests, ecclesiastics, hospitallers, and clerks.'1'147 An
interesting receipt for July 13, 1576, indicates the continued use of
instruments in the musical program at San Luigi,48 and again in
February, 1577, another receipt for four scudi for the use of the
trombone is to be found. 49 The archives show that on August 27,
1576, Nanino received three scudi to pay a trombone player for his
vi/ork on Sundays and three feast days. Nanino acknowledged re'"
ceipt of the money by signing: 10 Gio. Maria Nanino Mo di Cappo
di Sto Luigi ho ricevuto dal Sor Thesauriero p. dar a Ms Mauritio
Trombone scudi tre di moneta qO di 13 de 7bre 1576. 50
Some further receipts, lists of choir expenses and expenses for
the P'utti are found in the archives of San Luigi,51 but by the Fall of
1577 Nanino'ls name no longer appears there. The men who fol..
lowed him at the French church did not seem to remain at the post
for long, since subsequent entries list several different musicians,
including Giovanni Pellis and Francesco Suriano, both in 1578. In
1591, Giovanni Bernadino Nanino became 'maestro at San Luigi and
remained in the position until 1603. 52 The HLiber Introitorum et
Expositorum'l'l of the church and hospice of San Luigi, which gives
lists of those who came and left the establishment, makes no mention
of Giovanni Maria Naninoin any of·three different years that were
most significant in his life: 1575, \vhen he came to San Luigi; 1577,
\vhen he left here; and 1607, when he was buried in the church of
San Luigi.53
As maestro di cappel1a at San Luigi, Nanino was provided \tvith
a house. The putti, usually two to four in number, lived with him
and received their board, room and clothing from him. The boys,
who were between eight and eleven years of age, were under contract
to sing in the services of the church until their voices changed. The
choirmaster received payment for their care, and one can see Na..
nino'ls name signed in the register frequently, acknowledging receipt
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of the money. The boys vvere instructed in Italian and Latin
grammar by a special teacher, but the maest'yo taught them music.
Very likely this is what constituted Nanino'ls famous school of music
in Rome. 54
The last item concerning N anino in the archives of San Luigi
is a receipt dated February, 1577. On September 9, 1577, a pay"
ment was made to an organist Dom~nico Veniresson (?). N anino
was not installed in the papal chapel until October 27, 1577. Thus
he may have left San Luigi before he received an appointment to
the Sistine choir. Possibly connected with this move \vas the
change of rectors of the church that occurred in 1576, \vhen Francis"
cus Benedetti, who had been rector since 1560, was replaced. 55
The Church of San Luigi was one of importance in Rome in
the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Since it served
the French commqnity resident in Rome, it represented the power
and influence of the French nation. The musical tradition of San
Luigi was· justly famous, and the list of maestri di cappella includes
many great names: Zoilo, Giovanelli, Ugolino, Benevoli, Abbatini,
Bernabei and Cifra. 56 The church building itself was one of the
glories of Rome of that time, with many famous architects and
artists represented in its construction and decoration.
On October 27, 1577, Nanino was admitted as a tenor to mem"
bership in the papal choir after the usual examination. 57 He \vas
the only new member received in that year. 58 His beginning salary
was indicated to be four scudi, but Haberl says the ""Mandata
Gregorii XIII (1579" 1586) contains a list dated December 19,
1579, in which Nanino is entered as the twenty"sixth of t\venty"
eight singers, some of whom had a monthly stipend of nine sC'udi. 59
The ""Diario'l'l of the Sistine Chapel is missing for the years 1580,
1581 and 1582, but by 1585 Nanino had advanced to sixteenth place
among twenty"four singers and his salary had risen to VII, 3 scudi
per month. 60
'l'l

N anino observed the regulations of the cappella with strictness.
His name is rarely listed among the absentees in the ""Diario, and
when it is, it is with permission that he is not present. On October
9, 1583, for exan1ple, he was granted leave for a week to carryon a
business affair. 61 In 1584, for a period of four months, from February
until June Nanino is not mentioned in the ""Diario;'l'l his salary is not
paid and he is indicated as excused together with Paulus de Magristris and Peromatus. 62 Possibly he was sent on a n1ission for the
cappella, similar to the journey he undertook to Mantua and the
north in 1586.
'1'1
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According to the reVISIon of the constitution of the Sistine
choir, as promulgated by Pope Sixtus V on September 1, 1586, the
maestro di cappel1a became an elected position and the choice for
the office was to be made by the singers thenlselves from an10ng
their own number. 63 The first maestro who was not a prelate but a
singer, elected by his own associates, was Joannes Antonius Merulo
in 1587. His successor was the Spanish priest, Francesco Sota., who
had three assistants: Rev. D. Joannes Antonius Merulo, Rev. D.
Mathias Albus, and D. loannes Maria Naninus. 64 Nanino was the
junior assistant. 65 Haberl cites this as another proof that N anino and
Palestrina could not have been fello\v students.
Another of the provisions of Pope Sixtus' bull was to endow
the college with three abbeys so that the revenues from these lands
:ould provide a regular and certain income for the singers. The
abbeys were S. Maria in Crespiano in the diocese of Taranto, S.
Salvatore in the diocese of Perugia, and S. Maria in Fellonica in the
diocese of Mantua. 66 In order to take formal possession of the last
of these lands, and to thank Duke Guglielmo Gonzaga,·Nanino was
sent to Mantua as agent of the college. Six letters that he wrote
while on this journey are preserved in the archives of the Sistine
choir, together vyith one more on the same subject, written several
years later. 67 They give a vivid description of this journey to the
north. Nanino had difficulties arranging the proper meetings with the
local officials in order to present his credentials, but he was a most
conscientious and observant agent. He travelled to Mantua by way
of Florence and Bologna, and returned to Rome by way of Ravenna
and Ancona, with a stop at the famous shrine of the Blessed Virgin
at Loreto, for which he seems to have had a special attraction since
he visited there in April, 1596, also. The return trip was in Decem;
ber and the weather caused him considerable inconvenience. Unfor;
tunately, his letters are almost exclusively on the subject of the
abbey; he fails to say anything about the music of Mantua, Florence,
Bologna or any other stop; and he tells us practically nothing of him;
self. However, it is very likely that he met the musicians who were
attached to the court in Mantua. Among those musicians associated
with the Gonzaga family in those years were: Francesco Bovigo who
was organist at Santa Barbara, the ducal chapel, from 1571 until
1591; Giovanni Contino who was the choirmaster; Giulio Brusco
who served as choirmaster at the church of S. Francesco; Jaches
Wert who acted. as choirmaster at S. Barbara from 1565 to 1596;
Agostino Bonvicini, a singer at S. Barbara from 1650 to c1570;
Guglielmo Testore, a member of the ducal chapel about 1570; and
Gian Giacopo Gastoldi who was leader of the court chapel from
1582 to c 161 5.68
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In 15'88, Nanino is listed in the ""Diario" as coadjutore e secre"
tario (assistant and secretary). 69 Haberl adds that he was elected
to this position as assistant to the chapel chamberlain, Hippolitus
Gambocius, and that it was confirmed fot the following year,
1589. 70 How long he held the post is not known, since the ""Diario"
is missing for 1589, 1590 and 1591. 71
The year 1,9~ saw the arrival in Rome of the Spaniard,
Sebastiana Rava1. 72 He caused rivalries to flare up because of his
boasting about his prowess as a composer. He was challenged to a
competition with Nanino and Francesco Suriano, and as a result he
was thoroughly shamed· by his ineptitude in the face of the skills of
Nanino and Suriano. 73 The compositions Nanino wrote for this con"
test were a series of canons and contrapuntal pieces for two to
eleven voices on a cantus taken from Costanza Festa. The manu"
script is in the Biblioteca del Licea musicale at Bologna in several
copies. 74

In 1594, Palestrina died, and Nanino had advanced to ninth
place among the singers in the papal chape1. 75 On January third, the
annual elections took place with the choirmaster, Christian Amey"
den, in charge. After Mass, celebrated by Francesco Soto, and the
invocation of the Holy Spirit, Ameyden asked that his shortcomings
of the preceding year be overlooked. He then nominated for the
position of maestro di cappella Augusto Martini and Giovanni
Maria Nanino. Several singers insisted that Arneyden's name be
added. The result of the election gave Ameyden another tern1 with
fifteen votes for him and nine against. Martini received ten votes
for and fifteen against, while N anino received eight for and sixteen
against. 76
The ""Diario', for 1594, written by Hippolito Gambocci, also
records an interesting anecdote that involved N anino. The reigning
pontiff was Pope Clement VIII (1592-1605). According to custom,
the choir sang a special motet for the pope while he was dining on
the anniversary of his coronation, which for Clement was February
ninth. The fitting In diademate capitis by N anino was performed,
and it attracted the special notice of the pope and possibly his dis"
pleasure. He asked whose composition it was, and when told that
Nanino was the composer he somewhat ·softened his attitude and
attempted to shift his criticism, since Nanino was a recogniZied
master. The pope then declared that he did not like the words of
the piece, but the maestro di cappella pointed out that they were
taken from the Bible. 77 The ""Diario" does not add any further com"
ment. None was necessary.
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The HDiario" for the year 1596 was kept by Nanino, who was
punctator for the year. 78 It is written in a clear good hand and is
exceptionally orderly.79 This day by day account of the activities of
the papal choir for 1596 shows much of the character and disposition
of Nanino. He appears from it to have been a man with a great
respect for law a:nd authority; he begins his volume with an exposi"
tion of the customs of the chapel so all would know in what way they
were bound to their obligations. The detail of the accounts of
several events is so vivid and minute that one can conclude that he
was a man of great precision and possessed of a fondness for accu"
racy and detail. It would appear that he expected much the same
kind of attitude in others, which may have made him somewhat
unpopular with the singers. His careful recording of absences and
tardiness on the part of the members of the college with the conse"
quent deductions in salary may have added to this feeling, and this
attitude may explain his defeat in the election for the office of
maestro di cappella in 1594. r-rhe handwriting and general compo"
sition of the volume bespeak a man of neatness and orderly life.
Nanino in his I.I.Diario" furnishes us with a complete picture of
the year's activity of a papal singer.He lists the feasts on which in
addition to all Sundays no singer could be excused from his obliga"
tion. Thus he has left us a record of the feast days celebrated by the
papal household with special solemnity at the end of the sixteenth
century. 80
One of the things one searches for in vain in the HDiario" of the
Sistine chapel is a listing of the music performed at these special
occasions. N anino, for all his care for detail, does not give one title
or composer. He does, however, indicate to some extent the kind
of music employed depending on the liturgical rank of the day being
celebrated. For exalnple, he specifies that on ferial days (week days
without a special feast) the office of Matins and all the hours are
only read. The introit of the Mass is sung in plain chant (canto
ferma) , and the gradual and the tract are sung by the choir of canons
(a chof,o) .. The Kyrie is to be sung by the treble vo.ices (voce alta)
and the offertory is performed in counterpoint. He directs that the
Sanctus be done in parts (inm'Usica) and the communion antiphon
in. chant, alternating with the treble voices (meditante in voce alta) .
Vespers are done in chant except for the antiphon to the Magnificat
which is sung in counterpoint. 81
A more elaborate arrangement is indicated for feast days. Then
merely read but the other hours are to be sung and Mass
is to be sung solemnly in part-music (in musica). At first Vespers
all the antiphons, the hymns, and the Magnificat are performed in
~",Iatins are
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counterpoint; at second Vespers all is the same, except that the anti-phons when repeated after the psalms are sung in chant. 82
An analysis of the feast celebrated and the type of music usually
required by custom for the occasion gives a good indication of the
titles one can expect ~o find in lists of compositions of composers
who wrote for the Sistine Choir, as well as the lack of settings for

certain texts that eithet were'sung in chant or were taken from feast
days that were not observed in the papal chapel.
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N anino takes considerable pains to establish his system of
keeping the records of disciplinary infractions, since that was his
obligation as punctator. He seems to say that he is giving fair
warning to all of how he will proceed. It almost points to the
existence of complaints against his attitude, rather than just a fore-stalling of future arguments over his system. First, he takes up the
question of absences, noting that each singer could miss two days
in a year's time, provided those days were not Sundays, feasts of
the Blessed Virgin, the Apostles or Evangelists, or any day listed
in the calendar at the beginning of his I.I.Diario." N either could
anyone miss a public consistory held in the Sala Ducale of the
Vatican palace. He. solves the problem of the distinction between
absences and, tardiness by declaring that a singer who is not in
his place by the end of the Epistle will be marked absent. Fines
vary according to the rank of the day on which the tardiness or
absence occurred, and if any bonus (regag1ia) should come to the
singers because of an appearance of the choir at a function outside
the Sistine chapel, the culprit \\Tould forfeit his share. At papal
Masses, the regulations against tardiness were more stringent than
at Masses celebrated by cardinals or bishops. N anino records that
any singer ",vho is not in his place and' in his vestments by the end of
the repetition of the introit will be fined eight vinti. At papal Yes;
pers the singer who is not present at the Gloria Patri of the first
psalm pays a fine of fifty balocchi. 84
All of this shows that N anino was indeed a taskmaster and
probably quite a change from the more relaxed administration that
preceded him. Reform was the spirit of the times, and Rome in those
days was very conscious of it. But in. addition to setting down the
laws, Nanino has left us a great deal of detail about the activity of
the choir. We learn, for example, than on January twenty"'eighth,
the relics of Saint Damascus, the pope, were solemnly carried into
Saint Peter's basilica while the choir sang Ecce Sacerdos in counter-point. Whose counterpoint is was, he does not say.85 On February
seventeenth, we learn that N anino received permission from Cardinal
del Monte to go toYelletri on business for the pope and Cardinal
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Gesualdo. 86 In a kind of self-justification he records that since he
was fuori di Roma (out of town) for ten days during April, ac'
cording to the .constitutions, he was not paid during his present
absence. He had also gone to Loreto in April. 87
He records that the choir sang several Masses at the Church of
San Marcello, and while the vestments were being carried there, the
choir enjoyed a short vacanza from the usual routine. 88 On August
eighteenth, the feast of Saint Louis, N anino asked permission for
several singers to be absent. His brother, Giovanni Bernadino, was
choirmaster at San Luigidei Francesi at the time. 89 Perhaps he needed
extra singers for the patronal feast of the church, whom Giovanni
Maria was happy to secure for him. 90
A notice for November tenth, carries a criticism, but· at the
same time charitably omits the name of the offender. It simply
states that a new bishop was consecrated in the chapel, and he did
not make the usual offering to the singers. 91 In mid"December the
chapel was filled with painters who were decorating it, so the choir
had a three day vacation. 92 He does not say if this was the cause of
his entry for December twenty"fourth, when he records that the
singers missed a response of Amen which they were supposed to
make after the pope said the Gospel at Matins. But the careful and
farsighted Nanino records that the books were marked so that the
same thing would not happen the following year, as it might if they
depended only on memory. He adds the instruction that this Amen
is to be answered subbito. 93
Two examples suffice to show the detail and care that Nanino
expended on his HDiario.'l'l The first is his entry for the feast of the
Circumcision, January 1, 1596:
On the feast of the Circumcision of our Lord, papal Mass
was celebrated in the Sistine Chapel in the presence of our
sovereign, Clement VIII, with thirty"one cardinals in attend"
ance. His Eminence, Cardinal Sfondrato, celebrated the Mass.
A prayer was said, and His Holiness granted an indulgence of
thirty days to all present. All the singers were in attendance
except the dean, Francesco Sotto, and Christian Ameyden,
both jubilarians. After the Mass, according to custom, the
choir went to sing a motet for the pope. The maestro di
cappella kissed the foot of the pontiff for all the singers and
after a few words of commendation of the poor singers made
by the maestro di cappella, the pope replied that all should can"
duct themselves in choro with devotion and attention'l that they
should not engage each other in idle chatter since that causes
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many bad discords. In the future more attention should be
exercised. Having left the presence of the Holy Father, the
maestro di cappella announced to all the singers the assembly for
the following day at 4: 30, to elect the new officers. 94
The second entry is that for the following day on which the
annual elections of the college of singers took place, January 2, 1596:

At the appointed hour low Mass \vas celebrated by the
chaplain of the choir, Rev. Mario Corona. Having invoked the
Holy Spirit according to the custom of the organization~ each
one took his proper place. Signor Agostino Martini, maestro
di cappella for the preceding year, resigned the office of
maestro, thanking in general and in particular all the singers
for the honor they had given him in making him maestTo di
cappeIIa. The singers replied that he had borne the office
most honorably. They proposed for the office of maestr,Q di
cappeI1a Signor Satta, Vincenzo Musatti and Giovanni Maria
N anino, and after many discourses and various opinions, Fran"
cesco Satta, a Spaniard, was elected maestro di cappella by ac"
clamation. For the office of abbot, all the chanters confirmed
by acclamation Tomasso Benigni, who had filled the post the
previous year most diligently. Stefano Ugerto announced his
resignation of the office of punctator to the college and the new
maestro di cappella, Francesco Sotto, and in his place by acclam"
ation all the singers and the maestro di cappella appointed
Giovanni Maria Nanino punctator. Absent from the meeting
were the dean, Alexander Merlo, and Christian Ameyden,
jubilarians. Oratio Crescentio was absent and was fined
eighty"seven julii. Another meeting was arranged by the
maestro di cappella for the reading of the constitutions and
to give the oath to the punctator for the faithful exercise of his
office. 95
Nearly all accounts of Nanino's life mention that during his
stay in the Sistine Choir he established a school of music in Rome,
where he taught an impressive list of students with the help of
Palestrina and later of Francesco Suriano and his brother, Giovanni
Bernadino. 96 Among his students were Giovanni Bernadino, Felice
Anerio, Gregorio Allegri, Domenico Allegri,97 Vincenzo Ugolini,
Antonio Cifra, Domenico Massenzio, .Paolo Agostini, and Ales"
sandra Constantini. 98 Others were Antonio Brunelli, Loreto Vittori,
Stefano Landi, and Anton Maria Abbatini. 99 Antimo Liberatti, in
his famous letter to Ovidio Porsapegi in 1685, adds the names of
Pier Francesco Valentini, a Roman nobleman. loo Counterpoint was
undoubtedly a chief study in the school. As a text for this discipline
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Nanino has left us his CoCoRegoli di contrappunto,'l'I written with the
help of his brother.101 Antimo Liberatti writes that Palestrina often
appeared at the school and was present during the instructions. lo2 He
also explains that Palestrina himself was not interested in teaching
composition, but cooperated with Nanino in his endeavor to train
young musicians. l03
With his reverence for law and authority. Nanino probably
inculcated in his students the ideals and decrees of the Council of
Trent and its pronouncements on church music. l04 In 1580, Nanino
is said to have opened the first public school of music begun in Rome
by an Italian. l05 It had for its immediate purpose the training of
young musicians in compostion so they could obtain the certificate of
approbation from the Congregation of Saint Cecilia. 10G However, the
existence of this school is far from certain. l07 Probably itwas simply
N anino's work with the choir boys attached to one of· the Roman
churches. It was seemingly the plan that these boys, well-founded
in counterpoint and composition, would ultimately supply the needs
of the papal choir and the other cappelle of the city. Nanino's
teaching program and the musicians' organization seemed to work
together to maintain high standards of music in the city and topro~
duce young musicians who could come up to those standards.
The Congregation of Saint Cecilia was founded to put into
practice the reforms in church music ordered by the Council of
Trent, which had closed just three years before its founding. l08 The
means to be used for that end involved a plan of admitting to the
positions of director or singer in the Roman churches only those
who were members of the organization and who had passed the
examination conducted by its committee, possibly made up, as
Haberl suggests, of Felice Anerio, director of the guild, Giovanni
Maria Nanino, and Palestrina. The society was founded in 1584. 109
According to Haberl it received the official approbation of the Holy
See through a bulla issued by Pope Gregory XIII.110 It was definitely
approved by a brief of Pope Sixtus V on May 1, 1585.111 But before
the papal approval was given, great opposition to the new society
was demonstrated by the singers of the pontifical chapel, who be..
lieved their jealously guarded privileges were being challenged. This
animosity was manifest in an entry in the Sistine records fot July
6, 1584,112 and again on September 7,1584,113 noting an agreement of
the singers that no· ITlember of the papal chapel should join the so'"
ciety. There is also a record of a fine leveled against a certain Jo. B.
Jacomeitus who did join.114
That Nanino was a member of the society in spite of his position
in the pontifical chapel seems certain to Haberl, who cites the publi'"
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cation of a collection of madrigals by a group of nineteen musicians. 115
The work was dedicated to the Bishop of Spoleto, Monsignor Pietro
Orsini, and was entitled La Gioie, madrigali a cinque voci di diversi
eccelmi musici della compagnia di Roma, novamente positi in l'Ltce.
It \vas published at Venice in 1589, with Felice Anerio as editor.
The contributors according to the placement of the compositions in
the volume were Giovanni Maria Nanino, Giovanni Pierluigi Pales-trina (sic), Felice A.nerio, Luca Marenzio, i\nnibal Stabile, Gratia
Griffi, Ruggero Giovanelli, Giovanni de Macque, Arcangelo Cri-velli, Paolo Quagliati, Annibale Zoilo, Giovanni Troiano, Giovanni
Andrea Dragoni, Paolo Belaiso, Cristofero Malvezzi, Bartolomeo
Roy, Bernadino Nanino, Giovanni Batista Lucatelli, and Francesco
Suriano. That Nanino"s composition was placed first, before Pales-trina"s or the editor"s own madrigal, indicates, Haberl feels, how
important his position was in the Company of Ron1e or the Congre-gation of Saint Cecilia, as the guild was variously called. 11B This
society, begun by the composers of the Roman school, was the fore-runner of the present L"Academia di Santa Cecilia in Rome, as \vell
as the prototype of many societies of church musicians throughout
the world dedicated to Saint Cecilia.
Throughout his life Nanino continued to publish his compo-sitions, both as separate volumes of his own works and as contri-butions to anthologies. After his first success with the Pn:mo libra
di 11'l,adrigali a cinque voci, published while he was maestro di cappella
at Santa Maria Maggiore and subsequently reprinted at least three
times,117 he collaborated with Annibal Stabile to bring out another
set of madrigals for five voices, published first in 1582 and reprinted
in 1587. 118 His first sacred collection appeared in 1586,119 and the
same year saw the publication of his third book of madrigals for five
voices. 12o Eitner also lists a collection of canzonette for three voices,
issued in 1593 and again in 1599 by Alessandro Na:nini. 121 Further
publications form part of collections both of sacred works and
secular compositions. A listing of the sacred works in Latin can be
found in a subsequent chapter. Both Eitner and Haberl give detailed
listings of the works of Nanino that appeared in various collections,
beginning in 1588 and continuing until 1620. From that time until
the rebirth of interest in the composers. of the Roman school in the
nineteenth century" Nanino"s name does not appear in coHee"
tions of motets or madrigals. Nineteenth century editions contain-ing examples of his wo~k include those compiled by Haberl,122 Com"
mer, 123 Forber,124 Schmitt,125 the Prince of Moskowa,126 Torchi,127
Proske,128 and Rochlitz.129
In 1600, the church observed a Holy Year with pilgrims coming
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in great numbers from distant lands. 130 The papal choir took part in
the special ceremonies, including processions to the four major
basilicas on two occasions, April .twenty"eighth and December
twenty"eighth. 131 In the elections for positions in the papal choir for
that year, Nanino, along with two others, Paolo Fumone and Tom"
asso Benigni, ran for the office of maestro di cappella. Black and
white balls were used in the balloting. It was a very close election,
and Fumone won. 132
The ~~Diario'" for 1601, 1602, and 1603 is missing. But the
I.~Camerlango"133 far 1602 indicates that Nanino had become a Jubilarian (giubilata) by virtue of his twenty-five years of service
in the college. He was thereby entitled to the privileges that such
status gave him according to the Constitutions of Paul III and the
Bull of Sixtus V.
The HDiario'" for 1604 was kept by Stefano Ugerio. 134 Elections
were held as usual on January second. Running for the office of
maestrodi cappella were Christian Ameyden, Paolo Fumone, Agos"
tino Martini, and Nanino. The votes were cast as follows: Amey"
den, fourteen for and nine against; Fumone, two for and twenty"one
against; Martini, eleven for and twelve against; N anino, seventeen
for and six against. U gerio records that there was a great applause
and that Nanino embraced all the singers. After twenty"seven years
in the college he had finally become the maestro di cappella: Before
the month was passed, the HDiario'" records that a fine would be
leveled against singers who absented themselves without permission
from the papal services in order to sing, play, or direct elsewhere.
The fine was onescudo, a very substantial sum when one considers
that the top salary was only nine scudi per month. One can un'"
daubtedly see Nanino"s insistence on law and obedience in this
regulation. 135
The choir was active during Nanino"s tenure as ·maestro di
cappella. They sang for the funeral of the Spanish ambassador and
also for that of his wife at the church of S. Jacoma di Spagnoli, the
Spanish national church in Rome. 136 . Both Paolo Fermone and Paolo
de Magistris died in May and the choir sang for the funerals. But
an interesting vacation period occurred in late February and early
March. It was carnival time and the weather was exceptionally cold.
On February twenty.. third, the ~~Diario'" records that the singing
of the office was called .off for two days, but Mass was held as usual.
It does not say if the reason for the change was the cold weather or
the carnival. However, on February twenty"fifth, the I.I.Diario'"
records that a vacation was announced for the remainder of the
carnival, but the punctator adds that no further exception would be
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given for the rest of the year. Thus, from February twenty;sixth
until March second, the IoIoDiario" records only the word niente
(nothing) .137 However, in October another long vacation is re;
corded. 138
Nanino "vas re;elected maestro di cappella on January 2, 1605'.
There were twenty.. eight singers present. The Holy Spirit was in;
voked as usual. N anino, as maestro di cappella for the preceding
year, thanked everyone and resigned. There \vas much discussion
and he was re;elected. 139 The year 1605 was one that brought many
deaths to the papal choir. Agostino Martini died on April thirtieth;
Hippolito Gambotio, August third; and Christian Ameyden, October third. Further, Pope Clement VIII died on March fifth. 140 The
conclave to elect his successor met, which brought considerable
activity and many obligations for the papal singers. 141 But the new
pope, Leo XI, had hardly been elected and crowned when he became
ill and died April twenty;seventh. This meant a repetition of all
the ceremonies and protocol that the choir had just been through for
the death of Clement VIII. The death of a pope and election of his
successor are events a maestro di cappella might expect once in five
or ten years. N anino experienced it twice in one year, and the
IoIoDiario" records that many of the singers were themselves very ill
during the funeral ceremonies of Pope Leo XI.142
On January 1, 1606, the choir gathered after Mass to sing the
customary motet for Pope Paul V, in the first year of his pontificate.
In the usual manner, Nanino, as maestro di cappella, delivered a
speech in the name of all the singers, wishing the pope a happy feast
and a happy ne\,v year. The following day the elections were held.
On the first ballot Tomasso Benigni received eleven votes in favor
and fourteen against; Stefano Ugerio, five for and twenty against;
Leonardo Crescentio, fourteen for and eleven against; and N anino,
twelve for and thirteen against. A second ballot gave N anino nine
for and sixteen against, and Crescentio seventeen for and eight
against. 143 Little more is recorded of Nanino for that year.
Ruggiero Giovanelli kept the CoCoDiario for 1607. 147 For March
fifth through seventh, he writes that Nanino was ill, and on March
eleventh, the second Sunday of Lent, he records that Giovanni Maria
Nanino died at three o'clock in the morning. 148 The records of death
kept at the Church of San I,uigi dei Francesi state that Giovanni
Maria Nanino, a native of Tivoli, most excellent chanter of the
sovereign pontiff, at the age of sixty-three years, having received the
holy sacraments of the church, died on March twelfth. His body
was brought to the church and buried beneath the pavement in front
'1'1
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of the chapel of Saint Matthew. 149 The Sistine chapel account for
Monday, March twelfth, says that all the singers gathered at San
Luigi and escorted the body into the church where they sang the
Libera me, Domine. 150 A week later, on March nineteenth, the papal
singers were again at San Luigi in order to celebrate the Mass of
the ninth day.151
That N anino was buried at San Luigi is of some significance,
since it was a church of considerable importance. Being the French
national church, in the seventeenth 'century it was a place with great
political connections as well as an establishment of some wealth.
Giovanni Bernadino was still choirmaster there until 1608,152 and it
may have been through his influence that his brother was buried
there. In 1640, the Cappella Sistina obtained its own burial vault
in the Chiesa Nuova before the altar of the Annunciation. 153
That Nanino was not a priest seems certain, since no record
indicates that he was. 144 Undoubtedly he remained unmarried in con'"
formity with the regulations of the college. In 1555, Pope Paul IV
enforced the prohibition against married men in the choir, when he
dismissed Palestrina and two others (with full pension) from the
college, and very likely the law was observed carefully from then
on. 145 Nanino was probably in minor orders; he certainly had been
tonsured, since he is described frequently in the I. I.Diario'l as clericus
Romanas. 146 He very likely had conformed to the common practice
which was reconfirmed by Pope Clement X in 1670, when he
ordered that all singers had to be tonsured within two years of
their entrance into the choir, or lose their pay.
'I
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presentib . . . d. 10. maria N annino (sic) layco Tiburtino."
35. Baini, op. cit., II, 26, n. 459.
36. Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," Kirchenmusik..a.1isches ]ahrbuch, VI (1891),83.
37. Casimiri, Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, nuovi documenti biografici, p. 31, n. 1.
38. W. S. Rockstro says that Nanino was at first only a, singer at Santa Maria Maggiore and that he did not become maestro di cappeHa, until 1579, two yeaTS after
his admission to the Sistine choir, an unlikely event in the face of the legislation
of the Cappella Sistina prohibiting members from doing outside work while mem-
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55.
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57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

62.
63.

bers of the cappella. This is especially unlikely since Nanino was so strict on this
point when he served as punctator and maestro di cappella for the Sistine choir.
Cf. W. S. Rockstro, "Nanini," Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians (3d
ed.; New York: Macmillan, 1945), III, 599.
Archivo Liberiano, A, IV, 2. Volume I of the archives of the Cappella Liberiana
at Santa 11aria Maggiore (A, IV, 1) contains documents from 1552 until 1563.
Volume II (A, IV, 2) runs from 1572 to 1578. The ten years between are
missing, as well as the pay lists for 1574, 1575, and 1576. An entry for 1577
shows Nanino's successor, Horatio Caccini, being paid twenty scudi. Palestrina's
name is listed beginning in August, 1561, but Volume I ends with 1563, and
Volume II begins in 1572, after Nanino's appointment.
Only subsequent editions (1579, 1582, 1605) are extant. The title page indicat'
ing the composer as maestro di cappella at Santa Maria Maggiore was retained as
in the first edition: Di Gio. Maria Nanino Maestro di Cappella in S. M. Maggiore
di Roma. II Primo libro de Madrigali a cinque voci N ovamente Ritampati. In
Venetia appresso Angelo Gardano. 1579. Gaspari, op. cit., III, 134.
Ludwig Pastor, Lives of the Popes (St. Louis: B. Herder, 1923,53), XIII, 412.
D'Alessi, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," op. cit., VIII, 1256.
Cappella Sistina, No. 627. Constitution of Pope Paul III, 1545. "It is not
allowed· for a singer to carry on the divine office outside the chapel. If he does
perform at Mass or Vespers, he is fined ten julii. _If he reports some pay from
the outside job, more than ten julii, it is marked off his salary or gifts. If a singer
has permission from the prefect to sing outside, his pay is divided among all the
participating singers in Rome at that time."
Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," Kirchenmusi~alischesJahrbuch, VI (1891),83.
Archivio di San Luigi dei France~;i, No. 38, II.
Conto delli panni dati a raconciar' alIa madre del maestro di cappella. Per bauer'
ricusciti. otto camisci-30. Per bauer' rapetati ott' altri camisci-60. Per bauer'
ricuscito un pluviale e deu cotte-10.
Cantoribus et pbris.. ecc1ie., hospitalario et clericis.
Basso conato del suo instrumento. A Ms Mauritio trombone scudi tre di moneta.
4 scudi-Ia mancia di Ms Mauritio trombone.
Quoted by Alberto Cametti, "Nuovi contributi aIle biografie di .Maurizio e Felice
Anerio," Rivista musicale italiana, XXII (1915), 127. He demonstrates that
Mauritio, the trombone player, is Maurizio Anerio.
Archivo di San Luigi dei Francesi, No. 38, III.
D'Alessi, HGiovanni Maria Nanino," op. cit., VIII, 1258.
Archivio di San Luigi dei Francesi, "Liber introitorum et expositorum Eccl. et
Hosp. Sti. Ludovici," No. 112 (1575), No. 114 (1577), No. 144 (1607).
Alberto Cametti, "La scuola Pueri Cantus a San Luigi dei Francesi e i suoi prin,
cipali allievi," Rivista musicale italiana, XXII (1915),594.
Mgr. d'Armailhacq. L'Eglise nationale de Saint Louis des Francais a Rome
(Rome: Philippe Cuggiani, 1894), Appendix. This book is far from complete,
especially in listing the maestres de chapelle, where N anino is not included.
Luisa Cerveli, "Cappella musicale," Encidopedia Cattolica (Vatican City: Enciclopedia Cattolica, 1949), III, 703.
Cappella Sistina, "Diario," XI (1577), 41v. The entry is written along the
margin and reads: "Joannes Maria Nino (sic) admissus in cappella.
Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," Kirchenmusi~alisches]ahrbuch, VI (1891) 84,
However, Fornari lists two others admitted in 1577; Onofrio GuaIfredrini and
Giacomo Lennetoo, both sopranos. Fornari, op. cit., p. 119.
Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," KirC1henmusi~alisches ]ahrbuch, VI (1891),
84.
Cappella Sistina, "Diario," XIV (1)'85).
Cappela Sistina, "Diario," XII ( 158 3), 32. Sacro completo D. Jo. Maria
N aninnus (sic) licentiam a congregatione, pro tota hebdomada petiit, atento
certo suo negocio faciendo, ego respondi, quia multi silentium observabant, pauci
tenores sumus, nisi quattuor restant, si multis ire prenudo cantabimus, si multis
ire, cum puncto ordinaria iti, D. Hippolitus respondit, si cum suo puncta ibit,
propterea non deficiet. Et D. Vincs Lambonus dixit-Ite quia tuta congregatio
licentiam concedit, qui respondi, Ego autem congregationem inclusus esse credo,
si unus contradicit, juxtra consuetudinem santia (?) nihil valet et puncto tentatus
ordinario.
Cappella Sistina, "Diario," XIII ( 1584), 5,16.
Cappella Sistina, No. 627, p. 21,27, Bulla "In suprema militentis ecclesiae
cathedra."
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64. Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," Kirchenmusi~alischesJahrbuch, VI (1891), 84.
65. Ibid., Rev. D. Mathias Albus, tamquam veteres, Dominus Jo. Mar. Naninus, tam~
quam junior; sic enim hic sancitum est, ut in posterum cantores veteres rerum
negotiorumque peritissimi juniorem tamquam discipulum sibi eligant.
66. Farnari, op. cit.,p. 49.
67. Cappella Sistina, No. 698. (Photostatic copies of the original autographs, together
with an English translation of the seven letters, can be found in Appendix I.)
68. Knud Jeppesen, "The recently discovered Montova masses of Palestrina.," Acta
Musicologica, XXII (1950). 38.
69. Cappella Sistina, HDiario," XVI (1588), 1.
70. Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," Kirchenmusik..alisches Jahrbuch, VI (1891),85.
71. Haberl says the HDiario"is missing until 1594. However, No. XVII for 1592
and No. XVIII for 1593 are extant in the Cappella Sistina collection in the
Vatican Library, although both these years differ from the usual kind of HDiario,"
being rather the camerlango's list of payments than a day by day account of the
choir's activities.
72. Romolo Giraldi, HGiovanni Maria N anino," Enciclo pedia itaLiana (Rome: Insti~
tuto della encic10pedia italiana, 1934,43), XXIV, 198.
73. Haberl, HGiovanni Maria Nanino," Kirchenmusi~alischesJahrbuch, VI (1891),91.
He traces this episode to Baini who based his account on Giuseppe Pitonfs manu~
script which contains evidence of considerable national jealousy between the
Spaniards and the Italians in the choir. Haberl says that Pitoni in turn had
based himself on D. Micheli.
74. A reference to the contest is also found in the catalog of the Bologna library
under the entry "Centocinquantasette contrappunti sopra un canto fermo." Cf.
Gaspari, op. cit., I, 301.
75. Cappella Sistina, "Diario," XIX (1594), 1.
76. Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," Kirchenmusicalisches Jahrbuch, VI (1891), 85.
77. Cappella Sistina, "Diario," XIX (1594), 11v.
78. Cappella Sistina, "Diario," XX (1596), 1. The title page reads: "Diario del
anno 1596, fatto per me, Gio. Maria Nanino, cantore et punctatore l'anno sop~
radetto." A photostatic reproduction of several pages of the "Diario" kept by
Nanino can be found in Appendix II.
79. The "Diario" for many years is in a script that is almost illegible, with the added
difficulty that through the centuries the ink has caused the paper to darken and
in some instances the chemicals in the ink have eaten through the paper com~
pletely. The language used is either Italian or Latin.
80. Vide p. 66~9 for a listing of these feast days.
81. Cappella Sistina, HDiario," XX (1596), 1v.
82. Ibid.
83. The Cappella Sistina collection in the Vatican Library contains composltlOns by
Nanino indicated for use on Christmas, All Saints' day, Ascension day, the anni~
versary day of the pope's coronation, and the feast of 5s. Peter and Paul, all of
which are important feasts in the pontifical calendar. This accounts also for his
choosing three treble voices for some compositions, since the custom gave certain
sections of the liturgy to the high voices. It also accounts for the lack of settings
for certain texts which were customarily performed only in Gregorian chant.
These customs have been recorded by Andrea Adami, Osservazione per ben
regolare il cora dei cantori della cappella pontificia (Rome: Antonio de' Rossi,
1711).
84. Cappella Sistina, "Diario," XX (1596), 3, 3v. A baiocco was a copper coin used
in the Papal States of very small value. A ventino was a twenty~centime piece.
85. Ibid., p. 10v.
86. Ibid., p. 14.
87. Ibid., p. 26, 26v.
88. Ibid., p. 30, 30v.
89. D'Alessi, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," op. cit., VIII, 1256.
90. Cappella Sistina, "Diario," XX (1 596), 41.
91. Ibid., p. 49.
92. Ibid., p. 5'4.
93. Ibid., p. 56.
94. Ibid. p. 5, 7. (A photostatic copy of this extract can be found in Appendix II).
95. Ibid., p. 8, 8v. (A photostatic copy of this extract can be found in Appendix II).
96. D'Alessi, HGiovanni Maria N anino," 0 p. cit., VIII, 1256.
97. Doubt is raised about Gregorio Allegri's being a pupil of Giovanni Maria Nanino,
even though Allegri's obituary notice calls him a stu.dent of Giovanni Maria
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98.
99.
100.
101.

102.
103.

104.

105.
106.
107.

108.

109.

Nanino. This may be true in the sense that Giovanni Maria probably shared a
house with his brother, Giovanni Bernadino, and helped him teach his putti from
San Luigi. Alberto Cametti, ULa Scuola Pueri Cantus a San Luigi dei Francesi e i
suoi principali allievi," op .cit., XXII (1915),605.
D'Alessi, "Giovanni M,uia Nanino," op. cit., VIII, 1256-7.
Giraldi, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," op. cit., XXIV, 198.
Gaspari, op. cit., II, 468.
Biblioteca del Liceo musicale di Bologna possesses several counterpoint texts of
N anino. They are: 1) "Rudimenti e regole di contrappunto," attributed to
Giovanni Maria Nanino, an octavo manuscript of sixteen pages, and probably an
autograph; 2) ""Regole di contrappunto di Gio. M. Nanino, e del suo fratello
minore Gio. Bernadino," a folio manuscript of seventy-eight sheets, on p. 22
of which Padre Martini has written: "In un MS vecchio di Roma prestatomi da!
Signor D. GiroI. Chiti MO di Cap. del Laterano, stanno notate Ie sequente parole:
"Questa regola, che seque per imparare a fare contrapunto a mente tanto sopra,
quanto sotto il canto fermo, il modo e bellissimo et e del Sig. Gio. Maria N anino et
facilissimamente si pole mandare a memoria. Ma pui facilissimamente potrete
leggere quel1e del Sig. Gio. Bel1. (sic) N anino quali sequitano immediate doppo
questa dove ha destinto. sacenso .et discenso di grado et ascenso, 0 discenso di
3 a e 4 a e 6 a e 8 a . Dove anco ha disteso benissimo il modo di far contraputo
tanto sopra, quanto sotto in una 0 vero piu note nella istessa'." Gaetano Gaspari
editor of the catalog of the library ,continues: "La copia che si conserva nel nostro
Liceo non e altrimenti di mano del P. Martini come disse Fetis, ma, e assai bella
e diligentemente effecttuata, nul1a omettendo di quanto contiente l'antico esemplare del Griffi reguardo al1' ortografia ed altre particolarita del codice romano,
per cui puo dirsi ad litteram uguale a quel1o. Ma il fatto si e che ni un titolo
puo over l' opera stanteche (come ben-avviso il Fetis) l'originale donde e trascritta questa copia e mancante nel principio e nel fine. Si prezioso codice trovasi
nel1a Biblioteca Corsini alla Lungara di Roma ed e scritto da Orazio Griffi cappellano cantore della Cap. Pont., il quale notovvi d'averio finitio di copiare il 5
ottobre 1619. 3) "Trattato di contrapunto di Gio. Maria N anino e di Bernadino
Nanini (sic) suo nipote," a folio manuscript of sixty-two sheets, several parts of
which were written by Padre Martini, others by an unknown hand. The end of
the manuscript is damaged. Gaspari, op. cit., I, 301, 302.
Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," Kirchenmusi~alisches ]ahrbuch, VI (1891),
90.
Ibid., "Palestrina non ebbe genio di far schola, 0 non potendo per l'assiduo impiego della composizione harmonica; ma s'uni e si conformo con la schola di Gio.
Maria N anino."
The decrees of the council were very general, but the composers of the Roman
school, and in particular Palestrina and Nanino, from their long association with
the Cappel1a Sistina. and the Ca.ppel1a Giulia, knew what was the mind of the
lawgivers. In fact the music of the two masters can well be taken as specific
example of what the Fathers of the Council of Trent intended in their legislation.
Giraldi, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," op. cit., XXIV, 197.
Angelo de Santi, UL'antica congregazione di S. Cecilia," Civiltd Cattolica, Anno
70 (1919),1:111-119.
Cametti, "La Scuola Pueri Cantus a San Luigi dei Francesi e i suoi principali
allievi," op. cit., XXII (1915),594-6. He objects to Baini's phrase: uLa prima
scuola aperta pubblicamente in Roma da un italiano." Rather, he says, Nanino~s
school was simply his working with his choir boys. Similar schools were conducted
at the other churches with fine cappelle, viz., the Vatican, the Lateran, S. Maria
Maggiore, S. Maria in Trastevere, S. Spirito in Sassia, and S. Lorenzo in Damaso.
Many of the great masters of the Roman school taught the putti, including Pales..
trina and Suriano, as well as the two N anino brothers.
Another reason for organizing the Congregation of Saint Cecilia is suggested by
Z. K. Pyne,who says its purpose was to oust the foreigner from the Roman
cappeHe. He bases this thesis on two facts: first, the Pontifical choir with many
foreigners among its members was very much opposed to the new organization;
and secondly, the list of the Congregation shows the names of no foreigners. Cf.
Zoe Kendick Pyne, op. cit., p. 103.
There is no foundation for the date 1565 for the beginning of the Congregation.
Cf. Angelo de Santi, "L'antica congregatione di S. Cecilia," Bollettino Ceciliano,
XIII, 57.
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110. Haberl, "'Giovanni Maria Nanino," Kirchenmusi~alisches Jahrbuch, (1891), 87.
He says the bulla of Gregory XIII is lost.
111. Raffaele Casimiri, "'L'antica 'Congregazione di S. Cecilia'." Cantantibus Organis
(Rome: Psalterium, 1924), p. 435.
112. "Congregatio cantorum decrevit, ut nullus nostri Collegi, in quadam sodalitate
musicorum noviter erecta multis dignis de causis adscribatur." Quoted by Pietro
Alfieri, Brevi notizie storiche sulla congregatione ed accademia de' maestri e professori di musica di Roma sotto l'invocazione di Santa Cecilia (Rome: Tip. di M.
Perego-Salvioni, 1845), p. 8-9.
113. "Cum diebu5 e1apsis in nostra Congregatione propositum esset conveniens nee ne,
ut in nova quadam musicorum societate adscriberemus, re bene considerata et
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cognita, judicavimus id non fieri neque convenire, neque salvis nostrae Capellae
decretis licere; fuit decretum ne quis nostrum ullo modo id attentaret, aut se in
illam sodalitatem adscribi pateretur." Quoted by Pietro Alfieri, op. cit., p. 9.
Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," Kirchenmusi~aIisches Jahrbuch, (1891), 86.
Ibid., p. 86-7.
Ibid., p. 87.
Robert Eitner, Biographisch-Bibliographisches ~uellen-Lexicon der Musi1{er und
Musi~gelehrten der ChristIichen Zeitrechnung (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel,
1902), VII, 140- 1; Haberl, "Giovanni Maria N anino," Kirchenmusi~a1isches ]ahrbuch, VI (1891),92-4.
Eitner, Biographisch- BibIiographisches ~uellewLexicon, VII, 141; Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," op. cit., VI (1891), 92. The title page reads: Madrigali
a 5 voci / di Gio. Maria Nanino de di / Annibal Stabile novamente / composti
et dati in luce, / in Venetia appresso Angelo Gardano. 1581.
Eitner, Biographisch-BibHographisches ~uenen-Lexicon, VII, 141; Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," op. cit., VI (1891, 92-3. The title page reads: Joannis
Mariae N anino / .In Capella Ponti / ficia Musici / Motecta, ul vulgo appellantur,
varie et nova / inventione elebarota. Quae Ternis et Quinis vocibus concinuntur.
/ Venetiis Apud Angelum Gardanum / 1586.
Eitner, Biographisch-Bibliographisches ~uellewLexicon, VII, 141; Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," op. cit., VI (1891), 92. The title page reads: Di Gio.
Maria Nanino / Musico nella capella di Sua Santita / II terzo libro de Madrigali / a cinque voci / Novamente composti e dati in luce. / In Venetia appresso
Angelo Gardano. 1586. Haberl argues for a second book of madrigals, since
this is entitled the third book. He questions Fetis' claims for a second book dated
1580, 1582, 1587, and 1605; he says that Fetis has confused the joint publication
of N anino and Stabile for a second book of his own madrigals.
Eitner, Biographisch-Bibliographisches ~uellewLexicon, VII, 141; Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," op. cit., VI (1891),94. Haberl does not mention the 1593
edition, but he lists the 1599 reprinting, and says that Fetis mentions a book of
conzonette for three voices published in 1587, but fails to mention the place
where he found it. The title page of the 1593 edition reads: II Primo Libro /
della Conzonette / a tre voci / di Gio. Maria N anino, / N ovamente da, lui
Composte, & per Allesandro / N anini raccolte, & date in luce. / In Venetia
Apresso Angelo Gardano. / 1593. The collection has recently been re-edited
and published; Bonaventura Somma (ed.), Giovanni Maria 'J\[anino "II Primo
Libro deHe Canzonette a tre voci miste, 1593," Vol. II of Polifonia vocale sacra e
profana Sec. XVI, (Rome: Edizioni "'De Santis," 1955).
Haberl, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," Kirchenmusi~alisches Jahrbuch, VI (1891).
Five lamentations are published in connection with the biographical article.
Franciscus Commer, Musica Sacra, Cantiones XVI, XVII, XVIII Saeculorum
Berlin; E. Bote & Bock, 1843-87), Vol. XXV.
E. Frober, Jubilus rythmicus de nomine Jesu, (Paris, Leguoix). This is also
published by Breitkopf & Hartel, Leipzig.
Georg Schmitt, Anthologie ein 'T onsatz, Vol. VIII.
Recueil / morceaux de musique ancienne / executes aux concerts / de la societe
de musique / vocale religieuse et classique / fondee a Paris en 1845. / sous
Ia direction / de M. Ie Prince de Ia Moskowa. / Publie par Ia societe. Vol. II.
Luigi Torchi, L'Arte musicale in Italia (Milan: Ricordi, 1897), II, 1, 15, 18, 20.
Karl Proske, Musica Divina (Ratisbon: Pustet, 1853), II, 34-39, 52-53, 57-58,
473; IV, 210.
Johann F. Rochlitz, Sammlung vorzuglicher Gesangstuc~e vom Ursprung gesetz~
massiger Harmoniei bis die neue Zeit (Mainz: Schott, 1838-40).
Bd. 1,
Pt. 2, No.8, No.9, No. 10.
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130. Cappella Sistina, "Diario," XXII (1600), r;.
131. These four great churches are located in far,flung areas of the city, so that a
procession to visit all of them was indeed an expedition. The ~~Diario" lists
the titles of the music sung, but fails, as usual, to mention the composers.
13 2. Cappella Sistina, "Diario," XXII (1600), r;.
133. Cappella Sistina, ~'Camerlengo," V (1602) . The "Camerlengo" is a kind of
account book recording payments of salaries to the singers by the camerlengo, who
was the treasurer of the choir. Each payment is receipted by the signature of the
singer. N anino frequently signed only HGio. Maria." He acted as· vice'camer'
lengo in 1600; d. "Camerlengo," I (1600).
134. For some reason this is not catalogued with the other volumes of the HDiario"
or numbered consecutively with them in. the Vatican Library. This volume is
found as Cappella Sistina, No. 690. It is one of the most detailed and best kept
accounts in the series.
13). Cappella Sistina, No. 690, ~'Diario di Stefano Ugerio," p. 7.
136. Ibid., p. r;v.
137. Ibid., p. 21v, 22v.
138. Ibid., p. 11 v.
139. Cappella Sistina, "Diario," XXIV (160r;), 2.
140. An event of interest to musicians occurred during Clement's pontificate. In 1 r;99,
the body of Saint Cecilia, patroness of church music, was discovered in the
catacombs. To celebrate the occasion the pope himself pontificated at Mass, for
which there must have been some especially fine music. Cf. Ludwig Pastor,
op. cit., XXIV, r;20,7.
141. Cappella Sistina, HDiario," XXV (1605), 20. An interesting account of the
functions surrounding the election of a pope is given in this volume.
142. Ibid., p. 26.
143. Cappella Sistina, HDiario," XXVI (1606), 4.
144. The HDiario" of the Sistine Choir uses the title HRev. D." to indicate priests
among its members. N anino's name is always prefixed only with "D" (Dominus).
We could translate this as HSir" or HMr."
14). Fornari, op. cit., p. 79. All the singers were unmarried from 1 r;r;r; onwards.
146. Tonsure is a brief ceremony administered by the bishop by which a layman be'
comes a cleric with the privileges and duties of that state as prescribed by the
canon law. The ceremony consists of the cutting of the hair of the candidate

(tonsura).
147. Cappella Sistina, HDiario," XXVII (1607), 1.
148. Ibid., p. 13v. "In questo istesso giorno la sera a 3 hore di notte passio di ista a
miglior vita it Signor Gio. Maria N anino. Requiescat in pace."
149. "1607. Anno quo supra, die veroeadem 12a ejusdem mensis MartiiDnus
Joannes Maria Naninus tiburtinen cantor excellmus summi Pontificis, aetatis 63
annor vel circa, receptis prius sanctis, Ecliae sacramentis, mortuus est ac ejus
corpus in pram (praedicta,m) Eccliam translatum. In pavimento ante capellam
sancti Mathei sepultum fuit." Quoted from Giussppe Radiciotti, op .cit., p. 36.
Radiciotti took it from Il Vecchio Antene, Anni VI (1910), No. 229, a journal
published in Tivoli. I tried to verify this notice in the archives of the Church
of San Luigi dei Francesi in Rome, but I was unable to find any reference to
Nanino in the register of burials in the church. Neither could I find any marker
in the pavement of the church indicating his grave, although many of the stones
have become worn beyond recognition or legibility.
1)0. Cappella Sistina, HDiario," XXVII (1607), 14v.
151. The Roman liturgy provides Masses in commemoration of the dead on the day of
death, the day of burial, the ninth and thirtieth days after death or burial, and
on the anniversary day.
152. D'Alessi, "Giovanni Maria Nanino," op. cit., VIII, 1258.
1 r3. Giraldi, HGiovanni Bernadino Nanino," Enciclopedia italiana, (Rome, Istituto
della enciclopedia italiana, 1934,43), XXIV, 197.
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL
LITURGICAL IVIUSIC WORSHOP PROGRAM
August 18.-30, 1963

Boys Town, Nebraska

Sunday, August 18,1963-3:00 P.M.
ORGAN RECITAL

Emmanuel V. Leernans, Boys T own Organist
1\11 Bach program:
1. Prelude and Fugue in G major
2. Choral and Choralprelude: ""0 Mensch bewein dein Sunde grosz"
3. Trio Sonata Nr. 1 in E flat major: Allegro moderato
Adagio
Allegro
4. Fugue in C. major (The Jig)
0--0--0

Sunday, August 25, 1963-2:00 P.M.
SOLEMN VESPERS and BENEDICTION
Plain Chant Setting (in English)
Antiphonale Ron1anum
(For 12th Sunday after Pentecost)
Ave Verum
Gabriel Faure
Tantum Ergo
Hermann Schroeder
E'en So, Lord Jesus, Quickly Come
Paul Manz
0--0--0

Sunday, August 25,1963-3:00 P.M.
ORGAN RECITAL

Paul Manz, C.oncordia College, St. Paul, Minn.
Mein Junges Leben hat ein End
Sweelinck
Adagio.-Andante (Concerto 1)
Handel
How Lovely Shines the Morning Star
Pachelbel
Bach
Prelude and Fugue in E flat (St. Anne) ------------.Franck
Chorale in b
Improvisation on 4St . Anne" ------------------------------------------------------Manz
Benedictus
-----------Reger
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Variations on an Old Flemish Song, Op.20
Theme
Andante
Allegretto
Vivo Scherzando
Lento
Allegro Vivo
Adagio
Fugato
Toccata" Finale

Peeters

0--0--0

Thursday, August 29, 1963-4:00 P.M.
ORGAN RECITAL
Jean Langlais, Organist, Basilica Ste. Clotilde, Paris
Messa della Madona
G. Frescobaldi
Canzone dopo l'Epistola
Ricarcare dopo il Credo
Toccata per l'Elevazione
Dialogue a deux tailles de chromorne
Nicholas de Grigny
et deux dessus de cornet pour la communion
Chorals "Preludes -----------------------------------------------------------J. S. Bach
Kommst du nun, }esu, vom Himmel herunter
Nun komnl', cler Heiden Heiland
Wir glauben all' an einen Gott, Schoepper
Prelude, Fugue, Variation
C. Franck
Trois Meditations sur la Sainte Trinite ----------------------------J. Langlais
No.1 HLe Pere" (The Father)
At Buffalo Bill's Grave (From American Suite) ----------~-J. Langlais
Ave Maria, Ave Maris Stella ---------------------------------------------J. Langlais
Improvisation on submitted theme.
0--0--0

Thursday, August 29, 1963-8:00 P.M.-Music Hall
CONCERT

W or~shop Registrants
Directed by Roger Wagner and Paul Salamanovich

~~~~:~~~~ .:::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::..::::':::: .l\1.°~~:d
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Nunc Dimittis
Kyrie Eleison (Missa Sicut Lilium)
Gloria (Missa Quattro Voei)

.

In DuIei JubiIo
Cantata No.4 (Christ Lag in Todesbanden)
Stabat Mater
._-.

c

Byrd
Palestrina
Monteverdi

----- Buxtehude
Bach
Schubert

0-0--0

Friday, August 30,1963-11 :30 A.M.
BOY CHOIR DEMONSTRATION
Msgr. Francis P. Schmitt, Director
Ave Maria
Mouton
Ave Maria
.
Des Pres
Exaltabo Te
Palestrina
o Domine Jesu --------------------------------- ------ ------_Victoria
Responsoria
._...
. Suriano
Angelus Domini Descendit
Gabrieli
Sanctus (Missa Ave Maris Stella)
Victoria

(1475;1522)
(1445-- 1521)
(1521-1594)
(1 545" 1611 )
(1549--1622)
(1 558--1613 )

SONGS for TWELFTH NIGHT
Deck the Halls
Welsh (Arr. Sargent, Malcolm)
Widele;Wedele
Regensburg (Arr. Roesling, K.)
As I Out Rode This Enders Night
- -------------- Rimmer, Frederick (Coventry Plays)
What Cheer
William Walton
This Is The Day
Flor Peeters
Inimicitias Ponam
. Vic Nees
Sanetus (Missa Solenelle) --------------------------------------------Jean Langlais
Brother Fire (Canticle of the Sun)
.
Seth Bingham
0--0--0

Friday, August 30, 1963-4:00 P.M.
SOLEMN PONTIFICAL MASS
Proeessional-Saeerdos et Pontifex In Manus Tuas (During Archbishop'ls Vesting)
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Langlais
Byrd

Proper of the Mass-(Eighth Sunday after Pentecost)
_
Graduale Romanum
Introit-Suscepimus Deus
Gradual and Alleluia-Esto Mihi
Offertory-Populum humilem
Communion-Gustate et videte
. _Palestrina
Ordinary of the Mass-Missa Sicut Lilium
.Monnikendam
Credo-Symbolum, A Recitative Credo Offertory Motet-Magnificat ------ . -- . "
.
.
Morales
Langlais
Recessional-Solemn Psalm -------

A special feature of the Solemn Pontifical High Mass which
closes the workshop is the presentation of the Caecilian Medal, an
~xclusive Boys Town award given annually in recognition of out.standing contributions to the field of liturgical music.
The presentation is made by the Mast Reverend GeraldT.
Bergan, Archbishop of Omaha, under whose patronage the workshop
is held. Over the years, thc Boys Town Medal of Saint Caecilia has
been awarded to recognize solid and lasting contributions to the
music of the Church.
Previous recipients of the Caecilian Medal have been:
Mrs. Winifred Traynor Flanagan ----------

1952

Dam Francis Missia ---_-

1953

Orner Westendorf -------------------------

1954

Dom Ermin Vitry, O.S.B. ------------ ... -----William Arthur Reilly .

1955
1956

Flor Peeters

1957

Roger Wagner

1958

Archbishop Gerald T. Bergan

1959

Rev. Francis A. Brunner, C.Ss.R.

1960

Jean Langlais ------------~ ------------" --------------------- ---- ---1961
Very Rev. Msgr. Francis P. Schmitt
1961
James B. Welch

1962
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The Twelfth Annual Presentation of
THE BOYS TOWN MEDAL OF ST. CAECILIA
is made t,o
WILLIAM RIPLEY DORR
Christian Gentleman and Ch.urch Musician Emeritus
For fifty;five years Mr. Dorr has been untiring in his devotion to the Apostolate
of Music for Worship in a variety of Christian Communions. We are the richer for his
frequent association with Catholic W orship-an association which led him to work with
Father Finn, Our Lady Star of the Sea in San Pedro, and now with the Friars at the Old
Mission in Santa Barbara. Last, but not least, his association with Boys Town goes
back to the era of the Boys Town Movies. All should know that his excellent St. Luke's
Episcopal Choir provided the sound tracks. His constant help and interest in this
Workshop, both as teacher and as contributing editor to CAECILIA mark him as one of
our own. The honor and gratitude are ours.
Liturgical Music Workshop
August 30, 1963
Boys Town, Nebraska
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WILLIAM RIPLEY DORR

William Ripley Dorr was born June 19, 1891, in St. Paul, Min"
nesota, his father having the same name, and his mother being Helen
Thurston Dorr, who in her early adulthood, was a well-known
church contralto. He received his early education in the public
schools in Englewood, N. J., and St. Paul, where he graduated from
high school, then taught manual training in the city schools for two
years before entering the University of Minnesota. He graduated
from the University in 1914 with a B.S. degree in engineering. His
first piano study was with his aunt, Louise Bryan Dorr, after which
he took up the organ with George Herbert Fairclough, F.A.G.O., in
whose boychoir he sang at St. John's Episcopal Church in St. Paul.
His first organ position was at Park Congregational Church at the
age of 17,. which he held for a year, after which he organized his
first boychoir at Ascension Church, Stillwater. In 1910 while at
the University he went to Holy Trinity Church, Minneapolis, playing there and directing the boychoir until his graduation. During
this time he became interested in organ building and was affiliated
with the Hall Organ Company of Connecticut as their midwest
representative, in which capac.ity he designed, sold, and gave opening
recitals on many organs in Minnesota and the neighboring states.
After graduation he went to England with introductions to
organ builders and cathedral organists, who gave him fine oppor"
tunities to study English organs and cathedral boychoirs. This trip
was interrupted by World War I, and he returned to accept the
post at Christ Church, St. Paul, where he remained one year.
At this time he received an offer to go to Chicago to join. the
staff the Pipe Organ Department of The Aeolian Company of
New York, and this move proved to be the turning point in his
professional career, for in Chicago he met Father William Joseph
Finn, C.S.P., director of the Paulist Choristers of Chicago. Mr.
Dorr instantly realized the superiority of the Paulist choir over the
Anglican type of choir, and knew that he could never again be can"
tent without a mastery of Father Finn's matchless choral technique.
So he was most gratified to have Fr. Finn accept him as a member
of the Choristers and as a pupil, and a little later as organist for the
choir's concerts. In 1918 Fr. Finn moved to New York and Mr.
',Dorr enlisted in the Navy, playing baritone horn in a concert band
and later becoming director.. _After the war he became organist and
choirmaster of Emmanuel Episcopal Church in LaGrange, a suburb
of Chicago, where he had the chance to apply Father Finn's tech"
niques in founding a new boychoir, also resuming his work with
the Aeolian Company.
In 1922 The Aeolian Company promoted him to be west coast
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manager with headquarters in Los Angeles. He soon became or"
ganist of Wilshire Presbyterian Church there, where he served until
1930, building up a boychoir which concertized extensively as the
Wilshire Presbyterian Choristers. In 1925 when the Aeolian Organ
was taken over by the Skinner Company, Mr. Dorr was appointed
representative of his former firm, The Hall Organ Company, and
remained with them until World War II put all organ builders out
of business. The Hall firm built a beautiful pipe organ for the
Dorr home in Palos Verdes Estates, a suburb of Los Angeles.
In 1930 during the great depression Mr. Dorr was glad to
get back into the Episcopal Church by accepting a call to St.
Luke"s Church in IJong Beach, much nearer to his hOD1e, \1\There he
founded St. Luke"s Choristers, which soon grew into an outstanding
organization of over 60 boys and men. They promptly became well
known through the weekly broadcast of St. Luke"s services, and this
led to many concert engagements which in turn attracted the at"
tention of the motion picture industry just as sound pictures became
a reality. Here again Mr. Dorr used Father Finn"s method including
the development of the adolescent counter,tenor for the alto part,
and this unique tone quality recorded so effectively that St. Luke"s
Choristers soon became the favorite boychoir of the studios for the
recording of sacred music and serious secular music, and in the next
twenty years the boys worked in no less than 89 productions in all
the major and many of the minor studios, including 35 at M.G.M.
alone, the industry"s giant. In 1944 their work attracted the attention of Capitol Records, with whom they entered into a contract
which resulted in four albums of sacred music, two of which, of
Christmas numbers, were released in 78, 45, 45 extended--play, and
3373 speeds. The Choristers also recorded about 25 hymns and
anthems on 16 mm. film for Cathedral Films, the leading producers
of religious pictures. They also filled numerous radio engagements
over all the networks and local stations, singing altogether for a total
of 374 concerts and other special engagen1ents of a religious, musical,
civic, or educational nature.
In addition to his choir work and organ business, Mr. Dorr
taught extensively, being director of music in the Palos Verdes
Schools for nine years, teaching for various periods of time in four
Catholic schools, and giving many lecture--demonstrations on training
of children"s voices for teachers" associations and institutes, and
before classes at the local universities. He also taught at the Boys
Town Workshop in 1955, and was the only far--westerner ever to
teach at Camp Wa--Li--Ro, the Episcopal Choirmasters" training
school at Put,in Bay in Ohio. At the request of the supervisor of
music in the Long Beach schools, Mr. Dorr conducted a course for
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the entire corps of music teachers, introducing vocalizing into the
city schools with a consequent vast improvement in the school music.
As an organist, he served two terms as dean of the Southern California Chapter of the American Guild of Organists. When his
organ business was stopped by World War II, he went back to
college nights and summers and obtained a Bachelor of Music degree
at the University of Southern California.
In 1950 Mr. Dorr suffered a break,down due to overwork and
his very heavy professional schedule and was ordered by his doctor
to give up St. Luke's. After a few months without a church position
his health improved so that \vhen he was asked to build up a small
mixed choir at Mary Star of the Sea Catholic Church in San Pedro,
California, not far from his home, he was glad to do so. Here he
soon had a splendid choir consisting n10stly of young people of
Italian and Jugo'-Slav descent, who, he soon discovered, possessed
fine voices and love of church music, and with whom he worked most
happily until his retirement in 1956. One of his chief joys at Mary
Star was the hearty co,operation of Rt. Rev. Msgr. George M. Scott,
whose fine tenor voice added greatly to the beauty of the high masses.
In June of 1956 the Dorr's moved to Santa Barbara. Here for
the first time Mr. Dorr had an opportunity to study in fields outside
of music, especially the Spanish language and electronics. His work
in this field resulted in his building a comprehensive sound systen1 in
his home, and test equipment useful in its maintenance. He also
seized the opportunity of becoming active in community service, and
at various times has served as president of the Samarkand Improve'
ment Association, as chairman of the Master Plan Committee for
his area, and as secretary of the Retired Professional &1 Business
Men's Club. lIe has been a director of the Music Society for several
years, and his newest assignment of a civic nature is his appointment
to the Board of Trustees of the Santa Barbara Public Library. By
virtue of his direct descent from Governor William Bradford he is a
member of the Mayflower Society. He also served four years on
the Adult Education Advisory Council.
In the fall of 1956, through his long,time friendship with the
Rev. Owen DaSilva, O.F.M., Mr. Dorr became interested in the
musical guidance of the students at the Franciscan Theological Sem-inary at Old Mission, and ever since that time has assisted them by
giving organ and singing lessons, and helping the student directors in
conducting, and vocalization of the Padre Choristers.
Mr. Dorr's only active music-making in Santa Barbara has been
to take up the study of the recorder, the ancient flute. He owns.a
whole consort of recorders and usually plays the tenor in the small
group which he now directs.
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SOUNDS OF TE DEUM
(The primary source for the present article is a study in Musica Sacra, Cacilien..
Verband-Organ, Heft 3, Mani, 1962, by Monsignor Dr. Ferdinand Haberl, director of
the Kirchenmusikschule in Regensburg, who suggested to this writer to present a like
treatise for English readers.)

Each Gregorian chant is in the first place to be understood
as a musical setting of liturgy, for the chant Inelody is the only
official tone"setting of the sung liturgical text. Both official versions
of the Te Deum in the Vatican edition are interesting examples in
the melodic and structural realm of the psalm formula developed
within the Deuterus mode. Dam Jahner shows in his work 1
that besides these two official versions, the structure of two other
settings are likewise developed from the Deuterus: that of the monastic Antiphonale and the so--called Tonus juxta moram Romanor:um.
The Milanese Antiphonale contains yet another development from
the same mode.
The liturgical place of the Te Deum is the close of Matins, and
the festive expression of thanks on special occasions. The venerable
text which sings the highest praise of God in fitting words has in-spired our great masters to immortal works. lol.The whole original
text of the Te Deum is a Preface, Sanctus and post--Sanctus of an old
Latin Easter vigil. It must have existed before the second half of
the 4th Century, and points to the Gallican--Spanish liturgical prayer
area . . . some definite traces may even point to North Africa.'l'l2
Nicetas of Remesiana is sometimes named as author or com"
piler of the Te Deum, but for this no conclusive evidence can be
found. 3 The legend that St. Ambrose and St. Augustine may have
made the poetic setting of the Te Deum is once referred to by Arch-bishop Hinkmar of Reims in his work De praedestinatione Dei et
ribero arbitrio, which he wrote in 859 against Gottschalk who was
sentenced in the synod of Quiercy.4 The oldest document of the
liturgical use of the Te Deum is found in the Regula (Cap. 28) of
St. Caesarius of ArIes, A.D. 542: On all Sundays the Te Deum
and Gloria are sung. 5
In the German paraphrase the Te Deum is a hymn of praise
(Loblied) and thanksgiving song (Danklied) beloved by the ChrisJohner, Dominic, O.S.B., Wort und Ton im Choral, Bin Beitrag zur Aestheti1{ des
gregorianischen Gesanges, Leipzig, 1940, p. 253-259.
2 Kahler, Ernst, Studien zum T e Deum und zur Geschichte des 24 Psalms in der Alten
Kirche, Gottingen, 1956, p. 114, 115.
3 Ibid., p. 119-130.
4 Ibid., p. 112.
5 Ibid., p. 119.

1
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tian people. The present standard setting, Grosser Gott wir Ioben
Dich, goes back to the 18th or 19th Century. Wilhelm Baumker
shows various old settings in his standard work: Das ~atholische
deutsche Kirchenlied in seiner Singweisen, 6 including one setting
from Michael Vehe, 1537 .
Both official versions of the Vatican chorales are of the
same type. The Intonation of the solemn and simplex Te Deum are
identical, a full development of the Preface Intonation, Per Omnia,
a formula which is also seen in the Gloria of Chorale Mass No. 15.
TE DEUM TO PARACLITUM SPIRITUM (verses 1,,13)
The 13 sentences of this part are a double psalm formula. In
the first sentence the Intonation, Te Deum laudalnus, stands as the
first part of the psalm formula, \vhile Te Dominum confitemur com"
pletes the formula.
In Tonus simplex the tenor of the first part is c; the middle
cadence which falls on the word accent is the pes a"b with a prepara"
tion on b.
The epenthesis at the proparoxytone (Angeli, Seraphim) stands
on the tone a, wh.ich fulfills the general rule that the epenthesis
comes on the high tone. The second part of the psalm formula is
on the tenor a and has one cadence for a word accent. The epen"
thesis at the proparoxytone stands on the high tone b (as also
Sabaoth and laudatexercitus) .
In the Tonus solemnis the recitation in both parts follows the
psalm formula on tenor a.Both times the one Intonation is used,
which however in the second part is not always complete because
of the shortness of the text: Dominus Deus Sabaoth, Apostolorum
Chorus, laudabilis numerus, laudat exercitus, imrnensae maiestatis,
et unicu,m Filium, Paraclit'Um spiritum . The Intonation of the
first .part is built of two word accents: Te aeternum, Tibi omnes,
'Tibi Cherubim, 'Teper orbem,Venerandum. The epenthesis stands
on the high tone b: Pleni sunt caeli. With shorter texts the paroxytone groups of the first word accents are joined together in a tor"
cuIus: 'T e gloriosus, 'T e Prophetarum, 'T e Martyrum. The middle
cadence is the same as in the Tonus simplex, while the epenthesis
with proparaxytones is a clivis a"g: Angeli, Seraphim.
Baumker, Wilhelm, Das k,.atholische deutsche Kirchenlied in seiner Singweisen, 1 Band,
Freiburg, 1856, No. 363.

6
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With the Intonation of the second part (Te Dominum con-fitemur) the middle cadence is the same as the beginning, T e Deum.
The final cadence is built as a word accent which stands on the
climacus b--G. To this belongs a two--fold preparation: G and a--b:
confitemur. With the proparoxytone the climacus is resolved in a
punctum and clivis: numerus, exercitus, FiHum.
Paul Casin, T e Deum ou Illatio? (Solesmes 1906), aligns the
Te Deum with the Easter Preface form. He raises the question
whether or not the first part of the Te Deum was not originally a
Preface. In any case this part, to the Sanctus, is symmetrically built:
four verses precede the Sanctus, two beginning with 'Te and two
with Tibi-with the same word in the respective first verse in both
parts of the psalm formula: Te Deu,m laudamus-TeDominum con-fitemur. 'Tibi omnes Angeli-Tibi caeli et Hniversae potestates. As
in the Preface, there follows the announcement of the Sanctus: incessabili voce proclamant.

The melodies of Sanctus one and two are identical in Tonus
solemnis and simplex. The melody is that of laudamus in the Intonation. The third Sanctus is presented in a florid manner on the
tone E. I'll a simple way the Intonation of the Te Deum is carried
over, with however the final tone of the foregoing Sanctus being
used. By this there is a coincidental intervallic likeness with the
intonation of the Sanctus of Mass No. 11.
Only the three Sanctus--acclamations have their own melody.
From Dominus Deus Sabaoth on, the psalm formula is again taken
over. As in the Preface, the Sanctus is clearly the melodic highpoint.
A textual difference between the Sanctus of the Mass lies only with
. verse 6,· which instead of gloria tua, has majestatis gloriae tuae. Ac-cording to Isaias 6,3, the Seraphim call one to the other; here,
however, the Cherubim and Seraphinl call only upon God in the
Sanctus--song. 7 Following the Sanctus and Pleni are four verses,
respectively introduced with the address T e and built on the double
psalm formula.
To the Preface, Sanctus, and post Sanctus part follows, after
the words sancta confitetur ecclesia, a Trinitarian ending introduced
by the Sanctus melody with the word Patrem. This Trinitarian
conclusion is likewise adapted to the double psalm formula so that
immensaemajestatis in the second part and venerandum tuum veru,m,
et unicum Filiumcomplete the formula. In the Tonus simplex,
7 Haberl, Ferdinand, "Te Deum Laudamus", in Musica Sacra, Cacilien-Verband-Organ,
Heft 3, Marz, 1962~ p. 71.
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Sanctum quoque has a melody which is taken from the cadence of
the second part of the formula, while Paraclitum spiritHm uses the
whole second part of the formula. In the Tonus solemnis the melody
for Sanctum is taken from the melody of Sanctus or Patrem, while
quoque, the middle cadence, and Paraclitum spiritum use the whole
second part of the psalm formula. One might perhaps conclude that
the first part referring only to the Father and Son was the original
conclusion, while the completion in a fuller Trinitarian close was a
somewhat later addition. 8

CHRISTOLOGICAL SECTION (verses 14--20)
Here follow four sentences of both settings in the strict laws
of the double psalm formula: verse 16) 'Tlu ad liberandum suscep-turus hominem; non horruisti Virginis uterum; 17) 'Tu devicto
mortis aculeo; aperuisti credentibus (herein both settings note the
prominence of the word accent through the tone b), regina caelorum;
18) 'Tu ad dexteram Dei sedes: i;11J gloria P atris; 20) 'T e ergo quae-su.mus tuis famulis subveni: quo pretioso sanguine (also here in both
settings note the prominence of the word accent through the tone
b), redemisti.
In the Tonus simplex the psalm formula consists of the Intonation, pes G--c, tenor c, middle cadence for word accent on the
pes b--c; the second tenor a and final cadence for a word accent. With
the exception of verses 18) 'Tu ad dexteram Dei sedes, the middle
cadence always has the paroxytone. With the paroxytones both
puncta band. a are thrown together in a clivis b--a. The epenthesis
for the final cadence stands on the toneG: Filius, uterum.
In the Tonus solemnis both parts have the same Intonation
and tenor, which melodically corresponds to the Intonation of 'T e
Deum. The middle cadence has the word accent on a scandicus
oranmented with a quilisma, a--b--c, with only one preparation on
the tone G. 1"'he final cadence is built the same as the Tonus sim-plex, but melodically enriched.
Three verses use only the second part of the psalm formula:
14) 'Tu Rex gloriae Christe, 15) 'Tu Patris sempiternus es Filius, 19)
Judex crederis esse ventHrus. In the Tonus simplex verse 14 has an
Intonation on G. In the verses 15) Patris, 17) credentihus, 19)
crederis, and 20) sanguine, the respective word accents are a step
8

Ibid., p. 72.
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higher than the recitation tones. Also in the Tonus solemnis the
same predominance of word accent is shown in verses 17 and 20,
while in verse 19 the accent is stressed through the pes a,b: crederis.
Ernst Kahler, Studien zurnT e Deum und zur Geschichte des
24 Psalms in der Alter Kirche,9 points out that verse 15: T~u Patris
sempiternus es Filius and 19): Judex crederis esse venturus, do not
belong to the same original text. Neither verse 1') nor 19 uses the
second part of the usual psalm formula. The shortness of the text
here is hardly sufficient reason, since we see the short verse 8: T e
Prophetarum laudabilis numerus making use of the whole double
psalm formula. In Tonus solemnis with verse 19 the predominance
of the word accent-crederis through a pes a,b instead of only the
punctum b-strikingly appears. The text-excluding verses 15
and 19-shows a predominance of the word accent only in the
closing verse of the Christological part, with verse 20: sanguine,
and in both settings in the same manner. As in the first part, after
the intonation T e Deum laudamus, te Dominum confitemur appears
as the second part of the psalm formula, so in the Christological
part we find predominantly the double psalm formula.

As in the first part, so also here each verse begins with the
acclatnation T u (except for verse 19, Judex crederis) and the closing
verse 2, which as in the beginning and in the post Sanctus part, uses
the address, T e. In the first part there was a stricter structure for
each half verse according to the rhythmic principal of the cursus
cadence. Also the relation of number of syllables stands in better
svmmetry: verse 1 (6-8), verse 2 (6-·8), the first two verses in
the post sanctus, verse 7 (5-. 7), verse 8 (5-7). In the Christo'
logical part there appears, in any. case, a pattern of every half line
according to the principal of the cursus cadence; with verse 16,
suscepturus hominem appearing the somewhat rarer cursus medius. 10
Thus the Christological part has not the symmetrical relation of
number of syllables as in the first part of the hymn.
CONCLUSION OF TE DEUM (verses 21,29)
The first part of the conclusion is a prayer for the people of
God. Verse 22, Salvurn fac popul'Um, has a clear double psalm
and is the same melody as verse 21, Aeterna fac, and 23, Et rege
eos, presented as one melodic antiphon. Both Tonus simplex and
Kahler, op. cit., p. 75-80, 85-88.
For treatise on cursus cadences, see Friedrich Stummer, "Vam Sat~rhythmus in der
Bibel und in cler Liturgie cler lateinischen Christenheit", Archiv fur Liturgiewissenschaft,
Band 3, Pustet, 1954, p. 233-283; also, op. cit., Jahner, Wort und Ton im Chora.l, p. 38.

9

10
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solemnis have the same melodic pattern for these three verses. Only
in Tonus solemnis in verse 23 is a change introduced at the word
extolle, which uses the melody of the closing verse 29: In te
Domine. The use of a like melody for verse 21 and 23 results in
rege eos being resolved by two puncta while aeterna fac makes use
of the pes. The same neum also appears in verse 22 .with the word
Domine. In verses 21 and 23, from cu,m sanctis tuis and from et
extolle illos respectively, the simple psaltn formula appears with
tenor G and cadence of two \vord accents. There is also a definite
tonal likeness between these verses and the closing of the Te Deum:
non confundar in aeternum, verse 29, whose solemn and simplex
melodies are identical.
Verse 22 and 23 are quotations of the closing of Psalm 27.
The old manuscripts have, however, the formula cum sanctis tuis
glorian:umerari. l l To be noted are the cursus cadences in the first
half of the psalm quotations, with verse 22: populum t'U:um Domine
(cursus velox productior). The second half uses the broader
spondee. Also verse 22, syllable"wise is symmetrical: both members
consisting respectively of 11 syllables. This verse also shows speechrhythm, melodically set between verses 21 and 23, to build one
complete unit with them.
Then follows a personal statement in the first person plural.
These verses, 24,,28, are set in adouble"psalm formula, almost com"
pletely identical with those of the Christological section, verses 14,,20.
In Tonus simplex the first tenor begins on a without· Intonation,
while in the Christological part it stands on c. In Tonus solen1nis
the whole formula of verse 24,,28 is identical with the formula of
the Christological part. Verses 24 and 2') are quotations from
Psalm 144 but with a change of the singular to the plural. In the
Vulgate the text reads: Per singulos dies benedicam tibi et laudabo
nomen tuum in saeculum etin saecu.z,um saecuJi.
To this hymn of praise there follows a section in the plural we,
consisting each of 10 syllables, div.ided through a cursus velox:
Domine die isto and peccato nos custodire (verse 26) giving to the
hymn the character of a morning song. Then follow two psalm
quotations (verse 27 and 28) :miserere nostri, Domine, miserere
nostri, etc.
Finally there appears a personal statement in the first person
singular. This closing verse 29, In te Domine speravi goes back to
11

Kahler, op. cit., p. 95.
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the melody of verse 21,,23, in the same manner for Tonus simplex
and Tonus solemnis. Both half verses distinguish themselves through.
the cadence, which once on D, then on E, comes to rest; and further
through the four neumes, which with Domine is the punctum D,
with confundar clivis D--c. Speech"wise both verses have the same
spondaic rhythm and include each 8 syllables. It is a verbal quotation
of the beginning of Psalm 30 or Psalm 70.
To study the Te Deum is to find a model of tonal and textual
beauty. If the author and composer of the Te Deum are unknown,
still its great age, treasure of liturgy, and deep dogmatic content
proclaim its high merits. The artistic development of the psalm formula in the Gregorian style, and the compositions of our great
masters made certain for the Te Deum a place in sacred music. This
song of praise and thanks has found an honored place in the tradition
of Christian people who sing with deep religious devotion on festive
occasions: Grosser Gatt, wir loben Dich-Holy God, We Praise
Thy Name.

Rev. Aloysius Knoll, O.F.M.Cap.
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MASSES
MISSA ORBIS FACTOR

Irenaeo Segarra
Ediciones Armonico -

Barcelona

For Congregation, choir of mixed voices and organ, this work
will appeal to n1any choirmasters. Sensitive and lovely (not tart or
biting), it is more suggestive of 16th century polyphony-and par;
ticularlyof Spanish writing.
This is the work of a scholarly musician. Conceived for Mont;
serrat's famous choir of monks and boys, this score tastefully
avoids accompaniment for the chant sections-fine for monks but
difficult for congregations in the average churches.
Church music as retrospective as this can be a dead letter to the
modern worshipper. It is amazing that in this 20th century, a man
of Padre Segarra'sknowledge should be capable of so much isolation
from modern techniques. Here is a score that is filled with the
memory of Victoria or Morales-but with some new nuances of
course!
Is this type of writing the solution for the 20th century liturgical
music problems? This may not be the answer for many who want
to see the latest in music serve the church. I'd be willing to bet
though that this Mass sounds marvelous in the great church high
in the mountains near Barcelona with a fine choir and a fine
conductor.

C. Alexander Peloquin
MISSA BREVIS-Noel Goemanne. SATB a cappella. Latin and
English text. World Library of Sacred Music. M;643;8.
No Gloria or Credo. A very devotional work of moderate dif;
ficulty and moderate dissonance. The motive used as the basis for
the Kyrie and Agnus Dei-i. e. the motive which is to impart the
dominant musical flavor to the Mass-bears a strong relationship to
the Agnus Dei in one of the same composer's recent works, the Missa
Simplex, published by J. Fischer and Bro. The Missa Simplex is one
of the better masses written recently for two mixed voices. It is easy,
yet preserves the characteristic harmonic coloring used by this com;
poser.

Dr. Lavern Wagn1er
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MASS IN A MINOR (SATB) by Claudio Casciolini, arr. by
$1.00. This brief,
simple setting of the Mass could prove useful for parish choirs of
very modest ability, since the music is without complications of any
sort. Casciolini was a contemporary of Anerio, Monteverdi and
other turn"of.-the" 16th-century composers according to the editors
dating (He. 1700"), but none of the contrapuntal skill nor color sense

J. G. Phillips, McLaughlin & Reilly Co., Boston.

of his peers is evident in this work of Casciolini. It is rather strongly

tonal throughout, with most cadences on A.
The strongest virtue of this Mass appears to be its brevity:
performance time for the Kyrie is indicated as one minute, for the
Gloria about two, for the Sanctus"Benedictus one"plus, for the Agnus
one minute. The Credo is lacking.
Louise Cuyler
MISSA SUPER ERHALT UNS HERR BEl DEINEM WORT
by Anton Heiller. For Women's or Boys' Voices. SSA.
The thematic material of this Mass is interesting in its source
and in the ingenious contraputal treatment given it by the com"
poser. The melody of Erhalt Uns Herr is a hymn tune from the
Geistliche Lieder, Wittenburg, 1543 and forms the thematic basis
of the entire Mass. In the Kyrie the augmentation of the hymn tune
in its original form is the cantus. The same melody treated canon"
ically and in diminution is the principal thematic material of the
Gloria. The Sanctus theme is the hymn tune in inversion; the Agnus
Dei theme is the tune in retrograde and the Benedictus theme is the
inversion of the retrograde.
The Mass is an excellent example of twentieth century vocal
polyphony written in the masterful tradition of the polyphonic
con1posers of earlier centuries. It would be an ideal choice for a
college schola of won1en's voices or a fine boys' choir.

MESSE IN MIXOLYDISCH (G) by Anton Heiller.
cappella.

SATB a

Written five years later than the Missa super Erhalt Uns Herr,
this Mass displays in an even greater degree the composer's mastery
of contrapuntal techniques. Dissonances in the traditional sense
abound. Vocally, it is much more difficult than the former com"
position, offering challenges to a professional a cappella group. Not
recommended for the average parish choir.
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OTHER MUSIC
MAGNIFICAT

Flor Peeters
McLaughlin and Reilly Co., Publishers
This opus 108 by Flor Peeters is 5'~ minutes long (1 5' pages) ..
It was given a rousing performance at the West Coast A.G.O.
Convention if one may judge from reports and I don't doubt that
Roger Wagner gave it all his talent.
The text triumphs in this setting for mixed voices. Very little
vocal counterpoint interferes with the projection of the words. In
fact, there· is so much respect for the integrity of the biblical lines
that the composer has generally avoided repetitions of the wordssomething not too easy to accomplish particularly when a composer
encounters the ecstacy of so radiant a poem as the MAGNIFICAT.
The score is modal-tonal"coloristic sort of writing which the
famous Belgian represents. The use of pedal;points over which harmonies move in parallel motion, or bass patterns suggesting timpani
(the work is optionally scored for brass and timpani) are typical pro-cedures.
The composer has preserved the psalmodic form of the Marian
canticle: each line of poetry.is given a special musical treatment with
instrumental episodes bridging the choral utterances. The use of
unison or octaves (altos answered by sopranos and tenors) makes for
power and easy learning. Analysis will reveal, however, that the
work is thoughtfully vocalstrated: high voices, lower voices, tutti,
etc.
As implied earlier, this MAGNIFICAT is largely harmonic in
conception and rhapsodic in feeling. There are tempo, texture and
mood contrasts on nearly every page. If this prevents the \vork from
sweeping forward, and many readers may not view this favorably,
it has none the less the advantage of some interesting details and
emotional appeal.
Undoubtedly, the craftsmanship and the conservative;modern
qualities of the Belgian;Dutch School have won for it wide recog;
nition in the liturgical n1usic field. There is Gregorian chant,
organum, Debussy, etc.
We want to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Peeters for the
vigor and imagination he has demonstrated in his music. He has
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helped us in the U.S.A. to free church music from the bonds of
barbershop dullness. He has amply illustrated how this Iol.Sunday'l'l
music can be powerful and joyful as well as sweet!
Many good wishes to you, Dr. Peeters, in your 60th year.

C. Alexander Peloquin

TRICINIA SACRA

Volume 1
Hymns for the Church Year and the Common of Saints
Compiled and edited by Rev. Eugene Lindusky, G.S.C., Mus. B.,
C.G.L. Cincinnati, Ohio: World Library of Sacred Music. No date.
67 + ivpp. $1.75.
The n1ain part of this book consists of a collection of thirty--four
pieces for three equal voices (SSA or TTB) drawn from the works
of three Renaissance composers: Festa, Palestrina, and Victoria. On
the cover and the title page these pieces are described as hymns; on
the Contents page they are called· motets. Both descriptions are,
strictly speaking, erroneous. The selections are, to be precise, portions
of hymns. They are preceded by a Foreword, and followed by three
pages of comments on sources and settings, and brief biographical
sketches of the three composers whose works are included. None of
the pieces here included are arrangements or reductions from music
of more than three parts: all were originally written for three voic~s.
However, texts which are now liturgically obsolete have been
amended to correspond to those currently in use.
It is not clear on what grounds only two stanzas of each hymn
are included. In those cases where a hymn is to be perforn1ed in its
entirety, e.g., during the normal performance of the divine office,
the singers will have to use more than one book. The Amens at the
end of the hymns are omitted without exception.
The Foreword contains occasional statements which seem un"
clear. Thus, the reader is told:
"". . . when more than one composer is represented by a
setting of the same Gregorian theme, different stanzas of the
hymn are used for the various settings, in order to provide a
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greater variety of texts. Thus, for instance, both the Palestrina
and Victoria settings of the hymn for Passiontide are included,
one with the text Vexilla Regis, the other with the text 0 Crux
Ave. In many such cases, however, the texts are interchange;
able. Whenever either of these factors has necessitated altera"
tions in the text underlaying, it has been done in accordance
with the principles operative in the sixteenth century."
But one may properly enquire 'Nhich particular CoI.principles operative
in the sixteenth century" are involved, since there does not appear
to be general agreement among musicologists on so many problems
connected with the underlaying of text, and especially with the application of the rules of Zarlino. Perhaps, in a future edition, such
statements could be amplified, or at least rephrased for greater
lucidity.
The editor has inserted dynamic markings to underscore the
natural dynamics of the vocal lines, but has intended both dynamic
and agogic markings merely as suggestions. He has also helpfully
provided bar numbers with every fifth bar.
Tt is gladdening to see the appearance of a fresh collection of
what are, for the most part, outstanding examples of superb three
part writing, even in truncated forms. They constitute a very great
improvement on so much jejune doggerel in two· and three· parts
\vhich has been published in the modern era.
David Greenwood

ONE FAITH IN SONG
Cincinnati, Ohio
World Library of Sacred Music
No date. 22 pp. $1.00
This small volume is a collection of twenty'-one hymns described
as ""common to the Catholic and Protestant faiths." The review
copy is for unaccompanied SATB, but there is a note at the foot of
the Contents page indicating that editions are also available for two
equal voices, three equal voices, and SATB, with instruments ad
libitum. No information is provided on who made the selection or
what criteria were applied.
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The general conception of this collection is praiseworthy. Some
of the hymns represented here, such as Faber's ""Faith of Our
Fathers," Newman's l.l.Lead, Kindly Light," and Henry Lyte's
l.l.praise, My Soul, the King of Heaven,'l'l are among the best known
in the English language. The anonymous compiler or compilers have
also included several examples of hymns that were not originally
written in English but which have become part of the corpus of
English hymnody, for example Ignaz Franz's ""Holy God, We Praise
Thy Name'l'l and the German crusader's hymn l.l.pairest Lord Jesus.'l'l
Such tunes are to be found here as John Dykes' ""Nicaea'l'l (set, of
course, to Bishop Heber's ""Holy, Holy, Holy!'l'l), William Monk's
l.l.Unde.et Memores," John Goss' l.l.Lauda Anima," Rowland Prichard's l.l.Hyfrydol'" (but not to Charles Wesley's l.l.Love Divine, all
Loves Excelling"), and Gerard Cobb's ""Moultrie." In view of the
provisions of Canon 1258 it is likely that such a collection as this
will, for a time at least, find only a rather limited use, but the rising
tide of Ecumenism may well increase the number of occasions when
Catholics and Protestants sing hymns together.
The first selection is l.l.Crown Him with Many Crowns,'l'l .the
original words of which were written by the devout minor Victorian
poet Matthew Bridges, who became a Catholic in 1848 under the in"
fluence of the Oxford Movement. Several revisions of Bridges'
hymn have appeared at various times during the last century, that of
Godfrey Thring being perhaps the most well known. In the present
collection this hymn is again revised, on this occasion by Rev. Melvin
Farrell, S.S. Actually, this version would hardly have been recog"
nized by Bridges: his six original verses which were published in
Hymns of the Heart bear little similarity to the four which appear
here. There have been several severe critics. of Bridges' work from
H. W. Hutton onwards, but whether or not Father Farrell has im"
proved on the original is arguable. Thus one may reasonably question
the denotative ·precision of the final quatrain of the third stanza
of this revision:
l.l.Crown Him, all saints above;
A.ll angels, praise the Lord:
His wondrous gift to selfless love
Has peace to man restored."
Who, looking about him in the world of the present, can convinc"
ingly say (or sing) that peace has been l.l.to man restored"? Fur-
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thermore, the attempt to write in archaic English has resulted in
some strange philological inconsistencies; for example, l.lothee" is used
incorrectly as an accusative plural in the first stanza but correctly as
a singular in the third, and the verbal form l.lo didst" occurs with the
modern forms ....knows" and ....has." The tune is Sir George Elvey's
Diademata, composed for the Appendix to the 1868 'edition 6f
Hymns Ancient and Modern, with a few unnoted changes.
The words of most of the other hymns in this collection are
printed substantially as they appear in standard hymnbooks, though
in a number of cases stanzas have been omitted. Time signatures are
wholly omitted, a practice characteristic of many recent hymnals.
The system of barring is, in general, that devised by Horatio Parker,
in which a double bar usually signifies the close of a musical phrase,
rather than the end of a line of verse. Directions as to pace and
style, which are given in many hymnals immediately under the names
of the tunes, have been, perhaps unfortunately, omitted, as also have
all indications of volume, even when they were provided by the
composer himself for definite artistic reasons. I also wondered if
the cover design of a green and blue globe perched precariously on
top of a group of miscellaneous colored balls is wholly appropriate to
the gravitas of some of the hymns in this collection.
But these reflections are intended to be sympathetic. They
constitute no criticism of the courage of the administrators of the
World Library of Sacred Music in issuing an anthology different in
nature from those traditionally emanating from religious music pub-lishing houses.
I)avid (;reentuood

PATER NOSTER-Flor Peeters. SATB, two equal voices, or solo
for high, medium, or low voice. Latin and English text. C. F.
Peters Corp. P6340, P6341, P6342a, P6342b, P6342c.
THE LORD'S PRAYER-Noel Goemanne. SATB a cappella.
Latin and English text. WLSM. ESA--506--8.
Although similar in styles, these two settings provide an interesting comparison. Flor Peeters sets Our Lord's words in a simple,
straightforward fashion, somewhat reminiscent perhaps of the well--
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known Pater Noster by Stravinsky. Noel Goemanne, on the other
hand, is given to a rather mild contraputal display. The ending of
the Goemanne work is especially beautiful.

A VE MARIA-Flor Peeters. SATB, two equal voices, or solo
for high, medium, or low voice. Latin and English text. C. F.
Peters Corp. P6~44, P6~4~, P6~4~a, P6~4~b, P6~4~c.
The climax in this syllable setting is reserved for the .words
""Sancta Maria."" This is a sincere, direct expression of the text.

NUNC AD CORONAS PERGITE (Hymn to St. Cecilia)-Flor
P,eeters. For solo (or unison choir), SATB, and organ. WLSM.
MO.. 644.. 7.
In this setting the soloist (or unison choir) alternate verses with
the four part choir. The melody, which centers about the mediant
of the key, gives one a feeling of suspension, relaxed at the end of
each verse. Switching the melody to the tenor in verse four provides
variety in the work. Medium easy.

THE FIRST TO HEAR-M. Alfred Bichsel. SSAATB a cap"
pella. Concordia Publishing House. 98.. 1')47.
Each verse begins SSAA, then male voices enter leading to a
climax with concluding Alleluias. Written in a simple chordal style,
this work for the Christmas season is very effective.
CHRIST IS KING-C. Alexander Peloquin.
WLSM. ESA 525..4.

TTBB a cappella.

o LORD, WHO SHOWED US-C. Alexander Peloquin.

TTBB

a cappella. WLSM LE-530..4.
Both these works are written in an idiom which uses somewhat
less dissonance than one may have been lead to associate with Mr.
Peloquin"s style. Both are excellent vehicles for displaying the
sonority of full..bodied male voices. 0 Lord Who Showed Us has a
text appropriate for the Lenten season.
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ONE FOLD, ONE SHEPHERD-John Larkin.
a cappella. WLSM ESA--655--3.

3 equal voices

ONE FOLD, ONE SHEPHERD-Camil Van Hulse. SATB and
organ, with tenor solo. WLSM. ESA--641--8.
ONE FOLD, ONE SHEPHERD-Russell Woollen. 2 equal or
2 mixed voices with organ. WLSM. ESA--660-2.
The same text in three different arrangements by three different
composers, with the individual personalities of each shining through.
The setting by Larkin requires experienced singers because· of many
difficult entrances. The setting of Van Hulse makes good use of
the organ, has rhythmic interest at the phrase C,C,And there shall be
one flock and one shepherd." Father Woollen"s version for mixed
voices is more successful. The use of imitation in this setting is
especially interesting, yet the work is relatively uncolnplicated.
THE CANTICLE OF THE SUN-Noel Goemanne. SATB with
piano or organ accompaniment, baritone or alto solo. WLSM.
ESA--581--8.
This setting of St. Francis" text is in the nature of a short
cantata. Although the accompaniment is indicated as being for
piano or organ, an arrangement of it for instrulnents, e.g. brass choir,
would be a distinct possibility. The baritone or alto solo poses no
vocal difficulties. The writing especially for the final chorus is
worthy of note. This work is deserving of serious consideration. It
is a fine expression of the contemporary sacred style.

Dr. Lavern Wagner

The principal criticism of all of the motets which are cited
below is that no source, no critical apparatus, no indication or
original and editorial accidentals are given in any case. One must,
in other words, take the editions entirely on faith, despite grounds
for extreme skepticism concerning some of the accidentals; the
relative notation of triple meter, and other details. While the refer-ence to the source for some of these might mean just more enigmas
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for many, a well-informed choir director is bound to emerge every
now and ·then, and prefer to make his own judgments about con'"
troversial editorial procedures.
Two French Baroque Motets: LAUDATE DOMINUM by
Marc A. Charpentier, and HODIE CHRISTUS NATUS EST by

ClereIIlbault, both arranged by J. G. Phillips.

The first of these motets is for three voices (TTB, STB, or
SSB) with an organ part arranged, probably, from a part originally
for strings and continuo. There are two trumpets ad libitum.
Charpentier's works are enjoying an increasing vogue at present,
and this is a practical arrangement of one of the most useful of the
Vesper Psalms. It is simple, typical of its milieu, and not difficult
to perform.
The second motet is, of course, for the Christmas season and is
in the familiar French grand motet tradition of the turn of the 17th
century. A segment for soprano solo, indicated as performable by
either a soloist or a chorus in unison, alternates with a four"'part,
chorale.. type segment in setting the text of this magnificent antiphon.
As is the case with much of this French music from the court of the
Sun King, this motet is amazingly brilliant in consideration of its
simple means.
Three Renaissance Motets:
NOS AUTEM of Anerio (1567.. 1630) is a lovely setting for
chorus (SATB) and organ ad libitum of the Introit. for Holy
Thursday and the Feast of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross. The
antiphon NOS AUTEM alternates homorythmic and imitative
polyphony. The psalm is sung to the tone for the fourth mode, which
corresponds to the liturgical plainsong setting.

o MAGNUM MYSTERIlJM and PUER NATUS EST,
both by Morales, are arrangements of the familiar Christmas texts
in the lovely, fluid polyphony of this Spanish Renaissance master.
The first is for four"'part chorus (SATB ), the second for three parts
(SAB), both a cappella, although there are reductions of the voice
parts for rehearsal. These three arrangements are also by}. G.
Phillips.
Louis Cuyler
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WHAT CHILD IS THIS: arr. by Han Van Koert. SA-SATB
and organ-Choir I, SA (Children or Youths)-Choir II,
SATB (Adults)
Van Koert'ls arrangements of traditional Christmas Carols are
refreshing new additions to the available Christmas repertoire for
mixed choirs. What Child Is 'This? is one of many attractive ar"
rangements published by and available from the World Library of
Sacred Music. Van Koert knows how to achieve variety by ex"
plaiting the contrasts in voice timbres and in melodic registers. If
you, as a choir director, are looking for Christmas concert numbers
for combined youth and adult choirs, Van Koert"s arrangements are
your answer. Instrumental accompaniments are also available.
WHILE SHEPHERDS IN MEADOWS by a Trappistine Nun.
SSA a cappella.
Another gem from the hands of this gifted and artistic com"
poser. Throughout the three verses the main theme is in the soprano
with the two lower voices not merely adding harmonic notes but
supporting the melodic line with beautiful independent lines.
TWELVE CAROLS FOR CHRISTMAS arr. by Sister M. Elaine.
SSA with piano or organ accompaniment.
A practical and easy arrangement of twelve carols. The tradi"
tional harmonies .are maintained throughout. Recommended for
seventh and eighth grade or high school freshman groups.

ORGAN MUSIC REVIEWS
ELEVEN ORGAN PIECES by Gordon Young.
Flammer, Inc.

$2.50. Harold

Attractive and effective pieces for Church and recital. Contemporary flavor. Easy.
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PRAELUDIA by various contemporary German composers. $3.75.
Associated Music Pub.
157 Preludes, Interludes and Postludes in all major, minor and
ecclesiastical modes. An excellent introduction to the more difficult
linear writing of the contemporary German school. Medium.
36 SHORT PRELUDES AND POSTLUDES ON WELL,.

KNOWN HYMN TUNES, Vol. I, II and III by Healey
Willan. $2.50 each. C. F. Peters.
Each piece, a page and a half in length. Always dignified.and
prayerful. Another fine contribution to the library of materials
needed for busy, everyday organists. Medium.
AN EASY ALBUM FOR ORGAN by various composers. $1.75
Oxford University Press.
Those who are looking for organ offertory and communion
pieces will appreciate this small album. Easy.
AN ALBUM OF PRAISE by various composers. $1.75. Oxford
University Press.
Festive processionals and recessionals are always in demand.
Here are some fresh pieces \vith a contemporary flavor for your
repertoire. Medium to difficult.
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MUSIC RECEIVED
A,R Editions, New Haven
1. Haydn, J. M.-Gracious and Perfect Lord-SATB (Angelis suis)
2. Baumgartner, H. L.-Holy God, we praise Thy name-SATB and Organ
Boosey & Hawkes
3. Britten, B.-Saint Nicholas-A Cantata-Piano Duet, Organ, Strings, percussions,
SATB and soloists
4. Britten, B.-War Requiem-S T (# Bar. solos, Mixed Choir and Boys Choir and
Orchestra
5. Byrd, W.-Miserere Mei-SATBB-(Arr. by Cain, N.)
6. A Welsh Slumber,Song-arr. by Rowley, A.-U and Organ(Suo,Gan)
Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis
7. The Quem Pas Carol-Set by Weinhorst, R.-U., Mixed choir, congreg., organ
and 2 instruments
Doblinger, Wien
8. Heiller, A.-Missa super modus Duodecimales-SATB and Organ
9. Heiller, A.-Missa super "Salve Regina"-SSA

J.

Fischer & Bro., Glen Rock, N. J.
10. Creston, P.-Missa "Adoro Te"-U, 2 v. or SATB and Organ

Franz Feuchtinger, Regensburg
11. Lasso, O. Di-Jubilate; Factus est; Tibi Laus-SATB
Galleon Press, U.S.A.
12. Allen, R. E.-Sing Ye Noel-For Organ
Le Grand Orgue
13. Mutter, G.-Ecce Sacerdos magnus-U and Organ
14. Franck, C.-Ave Verum Corpus-U and Organ
Elkan,Voge1 Co.
1'). Mass for Mixed chorus-SATB-by Persichetti, Vincent
Boekhandel Salvator, Mechlen-Nees, Vic-Psalm 23-SATB
Carl Fischer Inc.
17. The Christian Church Year-Choruses for SATB, (Ed. by Pfatteicher, C. F.)
C. F. Peters Corp.
18. Hovhaness, A.-Psalm 61-SATB & Organ
"De Praestant", Tongerlo
19. Kerchoven, A.-Fantasia for organ
McLaughlin & Reilly Co.
20. Christian Life in Song-Advent and Christmas Sect.-Comp. by Ladd, PaulR., Jr.
21. Missa Antiphonalis-Woollen, Rev. R.-For Congreg. (# SATB (# Organ
Oxford University Press
22. Marlin Merrill, Ad. by-St. Helen's tune-(A Christmas Anthem)
23. Land, C. S.-Jesu, The Very Thought of Thee-2 v & Organ
24. Land, C. S.-The King of Love-2 v & Organ
25. Traditional-Arr. by Caldwell, M. E.-SA & Organ-(Polish Easter Carol)
26. Jacques, R.-When Christ Was Born-SATB
27. Walmisley, T. A.-Te Deum and Jubilate in E-SA & Organ (In English)
28. Batten, A.-O Sing JoyfuUy-SATB
29. Ley, H. G.-A Prayer of King Henry VI-SATB
30. Oxley, H.-Be Strong and of a Good Courage-SATB (# Organ
31. Hoddinott, A.-Great Art Thou, 0 God-SATB & Organ
32. Beethoven-Creation's Hymn-SATB
World Library of Sacred Music
33. Goemanne, N.-Missa Brevis-SATB
34. Smit, Jan-To Jesu Christ our Sovereign King-3 V
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Aims 01 the Society 01 Saint Caecilia

1.

To devote itself to the understanding and further propagation
of the M ofu Proprio "Inter Pastorales Officii Sollicitudines" of

St. Pilll X, Nov. 22, 1903; the constitution "Divini CuItum
Sanetitatem" of Pius XI, Dec. 20, 1938; the encyclical "Mediator Dei" of Pius XU, Nov. 20, 1947; the encyclical "Musicae
Saerae DisclpIina" of Pius XII, Dec. 25, 1955.
2.

To seek the cultivation of Gregorian Chant, of Polyphony, of
modern and especially contemporary music, of good vernacular
hymns, of artistic organ playing, of church music research.

3.

To foster all efforts toward the improvement of church musi.
cians: chonmasters and choirs, organists, composers and publishers of liturgical music, and through all of these a sound
musical approach to congregational participation.

4.

To publish its journal, "Caecilia", and to establish a non-commercial repertory service.

5.

To gain without fees, the following memberships:

a) Individual members (persons active in liturgical music)
b) Group members (an entire choir)
c)· Sustaining members (subscribers to CaeciJia)

For further in/ormation write:

CAECILIA, 3558 Cass St., Omaha 31, Nebr.

"Thus with the favor and under the auspices of the Church
the study of sacred music has gone a long way over the course of
the centuries. In this joumey, although sometimes slowly and la..
boriously, it has gradually progressed from the simple and ingenious
Gregorian modes to great and magnificent works of art. To these
works not only the human voice, but also the organ and other musical instruments, add dignity, majesty and a prodigious richness.

The progress of this musical

art

clearly shows how sincerely

the Church has desired to render divine worship ever more splendid

and more pleasing to the Christian people. It likewise shows why
the Church must insist that this art remain within its proper limits
and must prevent anything profane and foreign to divine worship
from entering into sacred music along with genuine progress, and
perverting it."
Pius XII-Mus. Sac. Disc.
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